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•Rape Awareness We
ek

Athletes for Social Responsibility ad

By Kim Dineen
Staff Writer

Mike Tyson, former boxing
heavyweight champion, char
ged
with rape. Members of
the New
England Patriots accused of sexu
ally harassing a female repo
rter in

dress issues ofrape

aspect of rape. In the first one,
titled "The Date", a male and female, who have been dating for a
month, decide to spend the night
together despite her hesitation.
When she changes her mind, he
gets frustrated and rapes her.
In "The Morning After", the

"People don't realize what a big dea
l it
(date rape)is until they are educat
ed."
Marty Higgins, UMaine basketball
player
their locker room. Sex,sex, sex,
is
that all athletes in this country thin
k
of?
"NO"- is what Athletes for Sexual Responsibility would respond.
ASR is an organization comprised
of University of Maine athletes
promoting rape awareness, smart
sex, and clearer communication
between the sexes.
In conjunction with Rape and
Sexual Assault Awareness Week,
ASR conducted a video/discussion
presentation Wednesday night.
Three skits were shown with a
discussion period following each
one.
Each skit dealt with a different

•UMaine Events

second skit, two friends are discussing a party which took place
the night before. At the party, one
was involved in a gang rape. His
friend, after hearing all of the details,encourages him and tells him
not to feel guilty about his actions.
"She didn't say no; she probably had a good time too," he said.
"Besides, you got lucky, you
scored."
The final skit, "Talking With
Friends",portrays the victim's side.
The victim of the gang rape confides in her friends, telling them
about the incident. Her friends listen halfheartedly; they appear unsupportive and unsympathetic.

Scores of students march in the
United Against Rape March
Thursday evening despite the
weather. The march was sponso
red by the Women's Center
and the Rape and Sexual Assa
Awareness Program Committee
ult
as another part of Rape Awaren
ess Week.(Boyd photo.)
"You had sex with three guys are
educated."said Marty Higgins, 16
members.
last night?," asked one friend."Ill
ASR member and UMaine basketBesides their involvement in
were you, I wouldn't tell anybody
ball player. "It's a myth to think
Rape and Sexual Awareness Week,
else about this. Just act like it didn't
that rape doesn't occur at UMaine."
ASR also .presents workshops in
happen."
The peer education program
resi
dence halls,delivers public ser"Maybe you shouldn't have spar
ked an idea to use athletes as vice
announcements on WMEB,
worn that red dress," said the other.
role models promoting sexual reand
is
arranging a videotape for
For each skit, a second version
sponsibility In 1990, Sandra Caother schools to use.
had been filmed. These versions
ron, professor of family relations/
"We have a solid group of athwere shown after the originals,each
human sexuality, and Margaret
letes
on thiscampus,"Zillioux said.
with a positive, more constructive
Zillioux,assistant athletic director
"As
athl
etes, they are in the limeending.
for academic support services,
light
and
they should use their po"People don't realize what a foun
ded the organization based on sitio
n
to
pres
ent themselves as posbig deal it (date rape)is until they
that principle. ASR currently has
itive, productive educators."

•Journalism

Family and Friends Hitt fields questions
Weekend starts today from studentjournalists

By Melissa Adams

part of the dedication ceremo
ny for
UMaine's newest residence hall,
Doris
Twitchell Allen Village(DTAV).
Eight to 10,000 extra people will be
The new complex was named after five
congregating at the University of Mai
ne Mainers, four of them UMaine
alumni,
this weekend thanks to one of the best
who have dedicated their lives to the
esattended and most popular annual events
tablishment of world peace.The pane will
l
at the university.
feature the five honorees; Doris Twitchel
l
Starting today,the 22nd annual Family
Allen, Eunice Baumann-Nelson, Robe
rt
and Friends Weekend, Sept. 20-22, gets
Chandler Jr., Bernard Lown and Jane Smit
h
underway with social and educational prorepresenting her late daughter, Sama
ntha
grams and panels, museum and art exhibSmith.
its, fairs and markets, tours and sporting
Starting at 1:30 p.m.on Saturday,Sept.
events There truly is something for every21 at the East Campus site, the panel will
one.
focus on the topic of peace advocacy and
Nearly a year of planning goes into
how working for peace changed the parFamily and Friends Weekend because
ticipant's lives.
"there are so many different facets of the
Other educational offerings include
university involved," Bill Lucy, associat
e "Worlds of Wonder," a UMaine Planetar
dean of student activities and organizaium show, activities in conjunction with
tions, said.
Rape Awareness Week, the College of
"Diversity, meeting the needs of par- Engi
neering's "Tour of Tomorrow," and
ents and new students and letting people seve
ral arts exhibits at the Hudson Musesee the university and the real positive um
and UMaine Museum of Art.
light it projects on itself(are the keys to the
Also being held on Saturday is the
weekend)," he said.
annual Organizational Fair under this
One of the weekend's highlights is a year
's theme, "Community: You Make
panel discussion, "Making a Difference
by Fostering a Vision of World Peace,"
Sec FAMILY on page 14
Staff Writer

By Michelle Hikel

Acknowledging student frustration
at the
university's having to"charge students
more
but offering less," Hitt said that beca
use of
In an hour-long meeting with the Soci
ety the budget crisis, state appropri
ations were
ofProfessional Journalists Wednesda
y night, down this year. To comp
ensa
te
for this,
University of Maine Interim Presiden
t John tuition was increased, unio
n
mem
ber
s were
Hitt answered questions on subjects
ranging forced to take only halfoftheir
year
ly
raises,
from his views on media coverage
to the and 159 classified positions
were
elim
inatimpact the new technology will have
on ed, he said.
students.
Hitt also indicated that the $2.5 mill
ion
The meeting,held by student-journalist
s budget cut the university suffered
last year
at the university, began at 7 p.m. and
was forced the following administ
rative cuts:
held in the 1912 room of the Memo
rial
—14 percent in administration
Union.
—8 percent in faculty
"I think we've received generous treat
—I percent in personal staff
ment from the press. They haven't cons
tant—13 percent in classified employee
s
ly looked over our shoulders, but duri
ng the
Hitt said he was surprised that the
adtwo and a half months I've been in
office ministration took the bigg
est cut, but added
they've gone out their way to give
us good he didn't "think the admi
nistration should
coverage," Hitt said.
be exempt from budget cuts."
When asked why the university coul
d
Hitt, who said five vice-presidents
at
afford to construct so many building
s at a UMaine is too many,said ther
e are currently
time of budget cuts and tuition hikes,
Hitt three vice-presidents here.
said the money did not come from the
uni"For these times it is my own recomm
enversity budget, but from private dona
tions, dation to the Chancellor
that if in another
endowments and state bonds.
month things are going well,that we
not hire
Hitt indicated that tuition money and
a new vice president," he said.
state appropriations were used to
pay
UMaine's faculty.
Sec MEETING on page 24
Staff Writer
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NewsBriefs
•Airplane fire

• Plane makes emergency landing
• Arsonist receives maximum sentence
• Piglet wanders through rush hour traffic
11111111ft.

•Court news

Northwest Airlines jet makes
emergency landing; 30 injured

Arsonist gets maximum sentence
for fire-related deaths of87 people

TOKYO(AP)— The engine ofa
Northwest Airlinesjumbojet cau
ght fire during
an emergency landing today,and
more than 30 passengers were inju
red while sliding
down escape chutes, police and
airport officials said.
Flight 18, bound for New York,
returned to Tokyo's international
airport after the pilots
discovered trouble in an engine's
cooling system, police at the airp
ort
said.
Airport officials said an engine
on the Boeing 747-400's left side
cau
ght fire after the
plane touched down. The fire
was extinguished, but he engine
was
scor
ched
, they said.
The plane was carrying 315 peop
le, including 21 crew members,
police said. They said
more than 30 people were take
n to nearby hospitals for treatmen
t of cuts ad bruises suffered
during the evacuation.
Television news showed passenge
rs emerging from the plane with
their faces and
clothing covered in white foam
sprayed by firefighters.

1

2

NEW YORK(AP)— The man who admitted setting the Happy Land
social club
fire was sentenced today to the maximum 25 years to life in prison for
the deaths of
87 people.
Julio Gonzalez "deliberately, maliciously and with premeditation
walked to a gas
station, bought a dollar's worth of gasoline ad with two matches set
fire to this club,"
said
Justice Burton Roberts.
"When you say 87 bodies, you're incapable ofrecognizing the tragedy
which occurred,"
the judge said. About 100 friends and relatives of the victims che
ered when the judge
delivered the maximum 25 years to life sentence on each of 174
murder counts.
At the trial, defense lawyer Richard Burton conceded that Gonzal
ez set the fire at the
unlicensed club's only kit on March 25, 1990. But he argued unsu
ccessfully that the Cuban
immigrant should be found innocent by reason of insanity
.

•Federal strike

Negotiations continue
as workers end strike

Wad dDigest

OTTAWA (AP) — More than
70,000 federal
employees began returning to
work today after an
eight-day strike, but their union's
leader warned they
will walk out again if the gov
ernment does not negotiate
higher pay.
"There is no question we can res
ume the strike with very
short notice," Daryl Bean, pres
ident of the public Service
Alliance of Canada,told cheering
union members in Ottawa.
As part of an agreement reached
Tuesday to end the
nationwide walkout, Bean told unio
n members to go back to
work at 11 a.m.local time today,and
the governmentofPrime
Minister Brian Mulroney agreed
to resume negotiations. The
government also agreed not to
proceed with back-to-work
legislation that would have banned
strikes for two years.

3
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•Dangerous meal

Lawyer's gag gift blows
out restaurant window

.0111•"-.

DENVER(AP)— A lawyer was
shocked by his
own gag gift to a colleague whe
n the present—a .38
•Traffic problems
caliber pistol he thought was
empty—fired off a
•Soviet Union
round and blew out a restaura
nt window.
While dining with friends at a ste
akhouse loeseph Saint
Veltri presented the wrapped gift
to the woman,police said
Believing it was unloaded, he
pulled the trigger, firing
the only bullet in the gun. It shat
tered a plate-glass window,
but no one was hurt, police said
.
"From what he told me, it was
MILFORD, Nil.(AP) — It
a terrible accident," said
MOSCOW (AP) — Treasu
took police, a conpolice Detective Frank Rino.
ry Secretary 1Vichocerned pig owner and a pork
las
Bra
dy said today that Presiden
bell
y
rub
to
catc
Saint-Veltri,47, was booked for
h
and
t Mikhail S. Gorcalm a 20-pound piglet that
investigation of misdebachev has made headwa
ran amok on a busy
meanor charges of reckless end
y
tow
ard
economic rethor
oughfare.
angerment and use of a
for
, ms,and promised the United States will help eas
weapon while intoxicated, Rino
e Soviet
The reddish baby pig atfirst
said.
eluded police, who were alerted shortages during the winter.
after motorists spotted it dodgin
"Mr.Gorbachev doesn't
g cars on the Route 101 bypass
need any advice from me about
near a state police substation
the
urgency of the problems
during morning rush hour.
•Natural disaster
in the Soviet Union," Brady
A Milford police officer res
said following a meetin
ponded to the scene, but
g with Gorbachev."He recogniz
the
piglet, which escaped its pen
es
them and, in my opin
appeared to have made a
ion, is handling them in a
clean
getaway. But two hours late
very
conf
iden
r it was spotted peac
t manner."
efully
munching grass along the bypa
Brady and Federal Reserv
ss.
e Chaimian Alan Greenspan
A police officer responded
TOKYO(AP) — Tropical Sto
are on a three-day mis
again. So did Gay Vall
rm Luke poured who own
sio
n
to
ier,
exa
mine the Soviet econont.s
s three pigs, and had heard
torrential i ain on much of Japan
the dispatch over his Their trip is the third by officials fro
today, triggering police
m the Group of Seven
scan
ner.
landslides, killing at least five
industrialized nations. Sin
people and flooding
ce
last
mon
"It
th's failed coup and
too
k a few minutes, but I caught
more than 6,400 homes.
him," Vallier said. the swift political reforms that
fol
low
Vall
ed, the 6-7 nations
ier
said he calmed the scared
The National Police Agency,which
and trembling oinker have shown a greater willingness
reported five deaths, by
to
prov
rub
bin
ide financial aid to
g
his belly and his ears."Th
also said three other people wer
ey like that," he said. the Soviet Union.
e missing and eight were
Its
own
er
injured.
claimed the piglet, to Vall
Brady said Gorbachev
ier's dismay.
outlined plans to move ahead
"I have a female here I was
Television footage showed cars and
with
hop
reforms" proceeding
ing to breed him with
houses crushed by he said
to a democratic society with a
,"
.
debris from landslides and peo
market-based econom
ple wading through thighy." But Gorbachev
Meanwhile,Dennehy said the
deep water in Aichi and Mie pref
noted concern
about possible shor
pig chase wasn't ext
ectures in central Japan.
tages of food and fuel this
remely unusual for local police.
Government officials aid the sto
winter,said
Bra
dy.
rm triggered 191 land"We get all kinds of animal
slides and damaged 53 streets.
calls."
Brady said Soviet
officials assured him Wester aid
n
would be distributed
through groups such as
the Red Cross.
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Baby pig runs amok US treasury
secretary
dining rush hour
meets with Gorbachev

7

Storm drenches Japan

5
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•Gulf War

JMC chair recalls experiences during
By Beverly A. Gabe

of Non-Alcoholics Anonymous," Bullion said.
Staff Writer
He also explained that contact with the
local Saudis was,off-limits due to the obvio
us
While most of us were following
the media military secrecy agenda and
also to avoid any
coverage ofthe Gulf War,Stuart
Bullion,chair sort of incident.
of the Journalism Departme
nt was in Saudi
Bullion explained that during the secret
Arabia, as a captain in Uncle Sam's Army
.
non-alcoholic beer runs,he would get a chance
On December 6,1990 Bullion
arrived in to talk with the local shop keepe
rs. He deSaudi Arabia and was transporte
d to an out- scribed them as very hospi
table
peopl
e who
post 35 miles south of the Iraqi
border. There had a great sense of honor
.
he served as commander for the
286th Supply
In the desert, he also encountered the
and Service Battalion where
he was assigned Bedouins who Bullion descr
ibed as people
to supply troops with food,
water, and any who live in a very harsh
and
unforgiving
other necessary items.
desert. They have learned how to live and be

Desert Storm

"We were close enough so that when
Desert Storm
kicked off we could see some ofthe B-5
2 strikes on
the horizon and hear the rumble of it."
—Professor Stuart Bullion
Bullion's battalion deliver everything
cheerful with fairly little,and are warm,frien
dfrom bed boards and tents to foration
s and ly and love to talk and tell stories.
water in 50,((X)gallon tankers.
Despite the harsh conditions and the lack
"Our mission was primarily transportaof supermarkets in the desert, soldiers in the
tion, our major commodity was petroleum,
" Gulf War were not at a loss for items
from
Bullion said.
home. Many people during the war were
Although not directly involved, Bullion sendi
ng care packages to the troops and aldid see some evidence of the fighting occur
- though some items didn't survive the long
trip
ring in other areas.
to Saudi Arabia, others did.
"We were close enough so that when
"When we first got there anything was
Desert Storm kicked off we could see some of
nice to have. Then we got to the point wher
e
the 13-52 strikes on the horizon and hear the
there were too many razors and too much
rumble of it. We could also see the flashes,"
soap. We could have covered the desert
in
Bullion said.
shaving cream and paved the roads with bars
"Someofour subordinate units did get fairly
of soap," Bullion said.
close to the action. In one instance a convoy
of
Public support ofthe troops during the Gulf
our fuel truckscame under sniper fire fl'om Iraqi
War was something that struck Bullion
as
units as they were running fuel up to the tanks
. troubling when he returned on May 10, 1991.
They even had to get out and pick their way
"Having been through both those situathrough the mine fields to dear the route all the
tions (the Vietnam and Gulf War), the wonwhile sitting on highly flammable cargo."
derful homecoming from Desert Storm alDespite all the dangers and pressures of
most makes me a little more bitter about the
the war. Bullion and his men did manage to
homecoming from Vietnam," Bullion said.
find ways of having fun in the desert.
"To see that the American people were
"Every once in a while we'd sneak into the
capable of that kind of emotion and suppo
rt
nearby village to buy a case of non-alcoholic
and yet they didn't give it to the soldiers
beer. It was the only beer you could get in Saudi
coming back from Vietnam, when it wasn'
t
Arabia,"(due to the Islamic religion of most
the soldiers who were responsible for the
Saudi Arabians, alcohol is prohibited from beunpopularity ofthe war,leads me to conclude
ing sold)"I founded the Saudi Arabian chapter that
the American public can be awfully fick
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Stuart Bullion, chair of the Departme
nt of Journalism and Mass Communic
ation, is a captain in the National Guar
d and served in Saudi Arabia duri
ng
operation Desert Storm.(Kiesow phot
o.)
le," Bullion said.
Now that Bullion is back at the University of
Maine, he says that he hopes when he has
grandchildren, he will he able to tell them that
war was something we used to do before we
found better ways of k-solving conflicts.
Bullion further stated that whether it was
the conflict in Vietnam or in the Persian Gulf,
you can always find positive outcomes from it.
"I brought them all home alive,that's what

I'm most pleased with in the Gulf experience
.
!feel like I did what I was supposed to do and
we accomplished our mission, that's all that
any commander can ask for," Bullion said.
When asked if he would fight in another
war again, Bullion replied,"I am a soldier and
I obey the orders of the Commander In Chief
.
If, God forbid, the situation arises I guess
could rally my old bones one more time but it's
nothing that I would look forward to."

SMART'S AUTO BODY
• Foreign and Domestic Rep
airs
•24 hour Wrecker Service
• Collision Repairs
324 N.Main St.
Old Town

Business Hours: 827-2331
Nights&Weekends: 827-5634

Sid Smart
Owner

10% Student Discount on Foreign and
Domestic Repairs. Bring 1.0

SING-A-GRAMMES... 945-6355, the num
ber you've
been looking for. The awesome way
to surprise someone on their birthday
or special day. Our male and female
messengers sing or dance in costume
yen days a week. Deliveries include
confetti balloons, hats, leis, snapshots
and special songs we write. Great for
fraternity and sorority occasions. Call
today and mention this ad for special
student discounts.
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•Ceremony

DTAV to be dedicated Saturday w
ith discussion on peace
By Melissa Adams

together,meeteach other and exp
lore connections. That sometimes isn't poss
ible in a
traditional residence hall setting,
Five internationally recognize
"
she
said.
d Mainers,
Dumas Serfes said DTAV was crea
four ofthem University of Mai
ted to
ne alumni, who be a showca
se of the new state of the an
have made peace advocacy thei
r life's work, telecommunic
ations on campus,as well as to.
will be honored Saturday as the
Doris Twitch- fulfill a need
for
students.
ell Allen Village is dedicated
in their honor.
"It
was
also
som
ething students had been
Doris Twitchell Allen, Eunice
Baumann- looking for as hav
ing
contact with each other,
Nelson, Robert Chandler Jr., Ber
nard Lown getting to kno
w people and exploring ideas
and Jane Smith, mother of the
late Samantha outside of the
classroom.
Smith, will come together for a
panel discus"It's a very different and innovati
sion, "Making a Difference
ve type of
By Fostering a concept than
what you see on campus,"she said
Vision of World Peace,"as part
.
ofa day-long
During the naming process, the
celebration in their honor.
committee decided to focus on the theme
The day starts at 9:30 a.m. wit
of peace and
h the official solicited nom
inations of alumni who wer
dedication ceremony and a
e
presentation in- active in the
peace advocacy field.
volving the current residents of
DTAV.
From the nominations,thecommit
The panel,starting at 1:30 p.m
teechose
.and moder- Doris Twitchel
l Allen as the facility namesake,
ated by John Greenman,Maine
Public Broad- with the fou
r individual buildings named for
casting Network Public Affairs
producer, will Bauman n-N
els
on,Chandler,Lown and Smith.
feature the honorees discussing
how the role of
Allen,a native ofOld Town and
peace advocator changed thei
a member
r lives.
of the Class of '23, also rece
According to Pamela Dumas
ived both her
Serfes, di- master's degree
('26) and her Ph.D. ('65)
rector of marketing media for
UMaine, the from UMaine
.
panel discussion is a unique
opportunity for
An internationally known psyc
the public to gain insight into
hologist in
the lives and the field di
psychodrama,Allen founded
vision of the honored guests.
Children's International Summer
Villages(CISV)
"It's pretty spectacular to hav
e such well in 1951, a nonprofit, non-religious and nonrespected people come to cam
pus all at once political
orga
niza
tion promoting peace and
in one small ceremony and for
people to be international
frie
ndsh
ip through special events
able to hear them," she said.
des
ign
ed
for
chil
dren
.
The day will continue with the
presentaEun
ice
Bau
man
n-N
elson,an educator and
tion of a video, Planting the
Seeds for the peace advoca
te,
was
the
first Native Amen
Future: Young People Carrying
on the Tradi- can to gradua
te from UMaine and the firs
tion ofPeace ,at 2:45 p.m.
t
Penobscot Indian to earn a Ph.
The video features interviews
D.
with chilA member of the Class of'39
dren,aged 11 to 17,from the Chil
, Baumann
dren's Inter- Nelson has ove
r a decade of service in the
national Summer Villages pro
gram on what Peace Cor
ps. After returnipg to her hom
peace means to them and how
e on
they mightcarry Indian Isla
nd, Old Town, she combined
on the tradition of peace advoca
her
cy.
UMaine education and her heri
The day will end with a receptio
tage with life
n from 3- experience to
advocate civil rights, world
4:00 p.m., which will be ope
n to the public.
peace, tranquility and equilibr
The DTAV,opened this fall
ium.
, is home to
A recipient of the World Food Priz
200 students and is comprised
e, Robof four con- ert Chandler
Jr. coupled his career as an Doris Twitchell Allen Village will be
nected houses and a commun
dedicated tomorrow and
ity center.
educator, his scientific bac
will host a panel
—The Doris Twitchell Allen
kground and a discussion with Doris Twitchell Allen, Dr. Ber
Village was deep concern
nar
d
Low
n,
Pea
win
ce
ner
pri
of the Nobel
ze, Jane Smith, mother
for impoverished and malnou
developed as a community
of the late Samantha
rconcept, it's not ished nati
Smi
th,
Nel
son
Eun
,
ons,
ice Baumann
and Robert Chanler, Jr.
to contribute toward increasi
like, the traditional residence
ng
(Kiesow photo.)
hall," Dumas the food sup
ply of billions.
Serfes said.
tion, which earned him the
World Food Prize. cia
After his graduation fmmIlMain
According to Dumas Serfes,
ns for the Prevention of Nuc
e in 1929.
Bernard Lown, member of
DTAV was Chandler star
lear War.
the Class of
ted his career in education
designed with a"whole commun
Samantha Smith's 1982 letter
as a '42, has been distingu
ity concept." professor, and
to Yuri An ishe
d
nati
onal
eventually advanced to dean
ly and dropov, then
Interconnected rooms, open
General Secretary of the SON let
internationally for his rese
spaces, and a and universi
arch
in
ty
med
president.
icine lJnion's Commun
"lodge type" atmosphere wer
and hiscommitment to adv
ist Party, made her an inter
e all in keeping.
ancing world peace
Later,Chandler led a research
with its progressive design.
national celebrity as she
program that through medici
tried to bridge the
ne
and healing.
doubled the yield potential of
"(DTAV was designed)so
tropical rice, the
communication gap betwee
Lown received the Nobel
people can get staple food for
n theE lnited States
Peace Prize in and the
nearly half the world's popula
Soviet I lnion with her vision
- 1985 for co-founding the
of world
International Physipeace. Smith died in a pla
ne crash in 1985.
Staff Writer

HILLEL
UMaine's Jewish Student Org
anization
invites you to build a Sukkah
on the mall
for the holiday of Sukkor
Friday, September 20, 1991
2:00 p.m.
Meet on front steps of Fogler
Library
EVERYONE IS WELCOME —ALL
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STA
FF
Come visit the Sukkah during
Family and Friends Weeken
d
September 20, 21,22
For information on services
and home hospitality for
Sukkot and Simchat Torah call
:
Beth El (Reform)945-4578
Beth Israel (Conservative) 945
-3433/947-5558
Beth Abraham (Orthodox) 947-08
76
Hillel 581-1789
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Deafpoet to share his work at UMaine
By Michelle A. Rediker
Staff Writer

If you've never seen poetr
y in motion,
don't miss out on this oppor
tunity.
Poet Clayton Valli will be prese
nting his
work Friday, Sept. 20, at 7:30
in 101 Neville
Hall. Admission will be free.
Valli, who holds degrees from the Natio
nal Technical Institifte for the Deaf,
the University of Nevada an4Gallaudet
University, will
lecture before he presents his poetr
y on the
creative processes involved in creating
American Sign Language(ASL)
poetry.
After the introduction, he will present
his
poetry in American Sign Language.For
those
who do not understand ASL,the lectu
re will
be interpreted by Paul Burt,but Valli'
s poetry

will not be interpreted, as it is meant to be
appreciated in the form it is created.
His poetry, although dealing with a wide
variety oftopics, mainly reflects his experiences as a deaf person in a "hearing world." Some
ofthe poems Valli will be presenting are titled,
"Hands"; "Dandelion"; "Lone Sturdy Tree";
"Snowflake";"Windy Bright Morning";"My
Favorite Summer House"; and "Cave."
Barbara Millios, a deaf services specialist
who was responsible for scheduling Valli last
year, said,"When he (Valli) agreed to come
this year, he said some of the poems don't
have English titles yet. They are created entirely in sign and haven't been translated yet."
The sponsors ofthe evening's presentation
have brought Valli to Maine for the enjoyment
of the local deaf community and to share deaf

culture with the hearing community.
"It is literature, and I would make the
comparison to Maya Angelou coming tocampus," Millios said.
She said the purpose of Valli's presentation is "to appreciate the literature of another
culture."
Other sponsors include the Maine Association for the Deaf, Bangor Chapter One; the
University of Maine, Arthur Lord Fund; the
Maine Registry of Interpreters for the De.af;
Support Network ofEducators ofthe Hearing
Impaired;the Greater Bangor Area Sign Language Club; and the Regional Arts Program/
Maine Arts Commission.The Office for Equal
Opportunity donated staff time to help with
the event.
'The point also has to be made that many

cultures are not represented well. That culture
does exist here in Bangor, in our own back
yard. It's a chance for all of us to meet each
other in a forum where the culture is appreciated," Millios said.
Valli was scheduled to appear last year,
but was unable to fly in from Washington,
D.C. because of inclement weather.
Valli, originally from New Hampshire,
has been bomposing, researching and presenting ASL poetry for a number of years. In
1989, he published his first videotape,"Poetry in Motion: Original Works in ASL by
Clayton Valli."
He is currently an instructor in the Department of Linguistics at Gallaudet University,
the only university in the world devoted entirely to the deaf.

•Science

-- Gene alteration may give answers to inherited dise
ases
BOSTON, Mass.(AP)— Scientists say
they have for the first time discovered
a
normal gene, altered it and then found the
cause of a mysterious human illness.
The technique, called reverse genetics,
is the opposite ofthe way scientists ordinarily search for defective genes that underlie
many disorders, especially those passed
through families.
Typically, scientists start with a disease
and try to find the gene that causes it.

In their backward approach,the researchA report on her work was published in
ers found that errors in genes that make a Frida
y's issue of the journal Cell.
common protein called keratin are to blame
"It was quite amazing," Dr. Howard
for a rare skin disorder called epidermolysis Gree
n of Harvard Medical School said of
bullosa simplex.
Fuchs'discovery."It was very obscure what
"A scientist is always reluctant to say the prob
lem really was."
they were the first to do anything, but I am
Fuchs said her work eventually could
fairly certain it's the first case" of discoverlead to a cure for the disease, which makes
ing the cause of disease this way, said Dr. the
skin blister after mild contact. It is curElaine Fuchs of the University of Chicago's rentl
y untreatable and affects one in 50,000
Howard Hughes Medical Institute.
people.

Fuchs research began with the discovery in the mid-1980s of a group of genes
responsible for making keratin in skin cells.
Keratin forms strands that make up about 85
percent of the total protein in the skin.
Despite its abundance, scientists have
been uncertain what keratin does,since skin
cells do not need the strands to grow. However,the new work suggests that it forms the
scaffolding that gives skin cells their mechanical structure.

RODGER'S Ski & Sport 5th Annual
$2 Million Ski & Clothing Blow-Out Sale

Bangor Auditorium at Bass Park • September
19th - 22nd
Thursd

ay
6 pm - 9 pm

Friday
9 am - 8 pm

Saturday
9 am - 8 pm

Sunday
9 am - 4 pm

C Raichle, Tecnica, San Marco, Koflach, Salomon, Mar
ker, KASTLE, Dynastar

Dynafit Comp SL
Reg $375
Now $99

Complete Kids Package
KASTLE Skis
Marker M-8, Poles
Techica Racer Boot
$370 Value
Only $159 MT $10 Extra

Raichle 870
Reg $390
Now $239

Technica GTL
Reg $235
Now $119

Adult Int. Package
KASTLE FWI
Marker M27
Poles
$455 Value
Now $179 MT $10 Extra

Raichle RE377
Reg $265
Now $139

Complete 3 pin X-C Package
KASTLE Skis
3 Pin X-C Boot
Poles, Bindings
$210 Value
Now $89

Certified Technicians will be on hand to mount your eq
uipment on the spot

Tyrolia 590 RDD Binding
$250 Value
Now $109

Marker M-38
$215 Value
Now $129

Salomon 957E
$235 Value
Now $119

All 1991
Tyrolia Bindings
50% off

Kids Jackets
starting
• at
$39

All 90/91 Jackets
40% to 80% off list

1 Piece Suits
starting as low
as $99

Reusch Racing Gloves
$90 Value
Now $59

Vith any purchase, receive a 2 for 1 ski coupon from Saddleback good thr

ough Christmas.
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CollegeNews

• UNH prof studies ice to learn of global warming
• Yale Review back in operation after losing funding

•Progress

College
Buffalo NY getting ready
for World U games
BUFFALO, N.Y. (CPS) — Comp
etition,camaraderie and cultural exch
ange will
be the order ofthe day when more
than 6.000
scholar-athletes from 120 countrie
s gather
for the World University'Games
in .1993.
The 70-year-old competition, held
every
other year, is scheduled July 8-18,
1993, in
Buffalo,N.Y. The games committe
e signed an
agreement with CBSSportstotelevise
the games
nationwide for 10 hours over two week
ends.
Officials say the games will offer scho
larships to qualifies participants.

Cat used in fight between
two university students
TEMPE, Ariz. (CPS) — An argu
ment
between an Arizona State University
student
and his roommate caused the death
of a cat,
temporarily landed one man in jail
and sent
the other to the hospital.
Tempe police arrested Edward L. Trea
ster, 21,on Aug.7 after he hit his roo
mmate in
the face with a cat. He is charged with
assault.
cruelty to animals and making threats.
The roommate,AM)student David Littl
e,
sustained minor injuries.
,,
'Apparently they were arguing
and
(Treaster) hit him in the face with his
fist,"
said Sgt. Al Taylor, Tempe police
spokesman."He then picked up a cat and hit
him with
that."
The cat died "from the force of the blow
,"
he said. Polie did not know whether Trea
ster
and Little owned the feline.

Washington State Moose
in 'Northern Exposure'

• Stanford president resigns in billing scandal

Dartmouth students required to have PC's

HANOVER, N.H.(CPS) — As if lugging stereos and TVs back and four
th to
school isn't enough trouble, Dar
tmouth
College freshmen now have
to pack up their
personal computers
and
bring them
with them,(
too.
0.10001.11MISOMO
IM
pr iummemeses
Dartmouth,
eglIgernaltg
the first Ivy
League school
to adopt this rule, will require incoming fres
hmen to bring their Apples and Macs to
school
or to purchase a system at the school's
com-

puter center.
School officials say Dartmouth wants to
offer all students equal access to sophisticated computer equipment. Freshmen are sent
information packages on how to purchase a
computer from the school's computer center.
"It's really a de facto requirement." says
Dean Al Quirk, dean of admissions and
financial aid at Dartmouth. "It would he
hard to find a student that didn't already
have one.
•
"About 80 percent of our students hal
been purchasing systems. Our rooms ait
hard-wired. Students can access the library
or communicate with each other by networking.The micro-revolution has changed

•People Poll: What did you learn fr
om
Brian Doore,
senior,
history

"I guess the biggest thing is
the basic apathy of students
on campus towards women
and rape."

Lisa Brady,
junior,
history

education."
Quirk also forecasts that all campuses
will
require computer ownership as an admi
ssions
requirement in the future. According
to the
MTV-College Track Report,one quarter of
all
college students currently have personal
computers. Students who require financial aid
at
Dartmouth will be eligible to receive
further
assistance to purchase a computer.
"We were one of the institutions
that
took advantage of the Apple consortium,
to
it's really the computer of choice," Quir
k
says."You know,computer instruction
will
never replace the hard way of learning.
but
in 10 years, we'll be teaching in an entirely
different way."

Rape Awareness Week?

Stacy Hight,
junior,
undeclared

Frkdr:;01
"I think about it a lot now. I
had a roommate who was
assaulted and wouldn't leave
the room at night."

Georges
Tenhave,
1st year,
history

PULLMAN,Wash.(CPS)—It took
word
of mouth, lots of bananas and a scien
tist dedicated to the study of moose-raising
to make
Washington State University's Mort
y a star.
Morty the Moose, who lives at WSU
's
George Hudson Biological Reserve,
is seen
every Monday night in the opening credi
"I've learned that there are
ts for
"I've learned how large of
the CBS television show "Northern Expo
a
sure."
quite a few misconceptions by
Producers for the series found Morty
pro
ble
m
rap
e
is
at
colleges and
after
individuals that say women
an unsuccessful search throughout the
how many women were
United
ask for it."
States and Canada for a trained moos
violated or threatened.
e. A
friend ofDr.Charles Robbins told
the producers about Robbins' research.
"Moose have been very difficult to rais
e in
captivity," Robbins explained.'The
re's a lot •Beer
to learn about what to feed them."
About two years ago, Robbins bega
n to
study how to feed and care for the
animals
when the Alaska Game Commissio
n have
FORT COLLINS, Colo. (CPS)
— A magnitude," said
him four calves.
Keith Miger, vice presidebate has been brewing over the
sale of dent for student
Robbins has learned that one of thei
affairs.
r fa- suds at Colorado State
vorite foods is bananas — unpeeled
Still, in its decision to
.
University games. The ficontinue selling
So, when "Northern Exposure" aske
beer
, the university placed som
d if nal decision: beer will cone restrictions
Morty could walk through the town
on sales. The policy stat
of Ro- tinue to flow in Hughes
es that no alcohol can
slyn, Wash., where the series is filmed,
he brought into the stadium,
Rob- Stadium just a little less
vendors cannot
bins said yes.
sell beer in the stands,a pers
than before.
on may only buy
Robbins, his wife and an animal trai
one beer each time he or she
ner
The question of whethis at the conceswalked Morty through his scenes by temp
sion
stand, and sales will stop
ting er to discontinue sales in
at halftime.
the 6-foot-tall, 800-pound animal with
"We're really trying to use
— the stadium emerged after
this as an allwhat else? — bananas. Morty was a
out campaign for beha
star for the school experienced
vior," Miger said.
one day,filming between 1 and 3 a.m.
"We are trying to work
and 5 problems with fans drinking at foot
with our student
ball games. government to
and 7 a.m.,times when Roslyn was avai
launch an educational
lable
"I think, in perspective, the prob
camlems paign about drin
for television production use.
king."
have been large in number but
small in
In the past years,
concessionaires could

Hans
Mundahl,
1st year,
undecided

"One of the good things I
have seen is all of the posters
that say no means no. I have
read that 90% of rapes go
unreported."

Cynthia
Emerson,
sophomore,
landscape
and nursery
management
"I've learned that I agree
with what they are saying
,
that rape is wrong. I think
more people should get
involved."

Brouhaha builds over brew sale

s at Colorado Stair
sell two beers to an indi
vidual who 'sited
their stands, they sold
beer throughout the
entire game and peop
le were allowed to
bring their own alcohol
into the stadium.
"We'll have a review
committee at the
end of the year. We're
moving one step at a
time," Miger said."If ther
e is any escalation
of our alcohol prob
lems of the past, we will
halt the sales immediat
ely."
Colorado State is one of
only a handful
of universities that allo
w beer sales in stadiums. Some others incl
ude the University of
Colorado, University of
Hawaii,San Diego
State University and
the University of California-Fullerton.

•
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•Change of Command

Stanford president resigns as a result ofscandal
By Amy Reynolds

CPS
Stanford University President Donald
Kennedy wants to celebrate his universi
ty's
past. So do students and faculty.
They also want to forget.
This past year,allegations ofimproper use
of grant money, plagiarism, drug
use and
sexual harassment have overshadowed the
university's century of success and prestige.
But during the last week of July, students,
faculty and alumni gota step closer to forgetting
the immediate past and celebrating their history
and their future. Kennedy resigned as president
—effective in 1992 —telling Stanford's board
of trustees that new leadership was needed to
mend the university's reputation.
s The resignation comes about a month
before Stanford celebrates its 100th anniversary and almost a year after the billing controversy damaged the school's pristine image.
Government investigators discovered that
Stanford used federal research grant money to
pay for maintenance of a 72-foot yacht, antiques and flowers for Kennedy's universityowned house and for a party Kennedy used to
celebrate his new marriage.
Although the university has denied systematically overcharging the government.
Stanford has returned about $1.35 million for
inappropriate expenses such as Kennedy's
party and the yacht's maintenance.
Stanford included those expenses in what

is called overhead costs associated with research. When a university receives grant
money, it can charge the government for the
indirect costs — overhead costs — of research such as a share of salaries or general
university expenses like library services.
"It took us for quite a loop." said John
Louie,one of four student body presidents in
the Council of Presidents.
Kennedy became the centerpiece of the
Stanford controversy after the government
blamed him for the inappropriate grant use.
Faculty complained that his high overhead
cost hurt their chance of getting grants, and
students feared program budget cuts as a
result of the whole mess.
"It is very difficult, I have concluded, for
a person identified with a problem to be the
spokesman for its solution," he wrote in resignation letter. Still, Kennedy will not leave
until August 1992.
"This has marred Stanford badly," said
Dr. William Spicer, professor of electrical
engineering."How deep and long the hurt is
depends on how Stanford handles it the next
year. That's my concern with Kennedy staying on this next year. He said it himself. How
can someone who's part of the problem be
part of the solution?"
"lie put is his resignation when the students
were gone for the summer," said business
graduate student Abe Wu."This was his way of
saying he wouldn't bow to public pressure,that
he would step down when he was ready."

However, most students and alumni say
they are sad to see Kennedy go. I)uring his 11
years as president. Kennedy forged a strong
relationship with students with impromptu
visits to dormitories and one-on-one academic advising. •
"Kennedy has done an amazing job. ... A
lot of students will be sorry to see him go,"
Louie said.
Even though they are sorry, most agree
with Kennedy's decision to step down.
"A lot of people think (Kennedy's) been
taking the blame for more than he should, but
everyone feels this is the way to move forward," said senior Mike Risch of the Associated Students of Stanford University."We're
pretty much tired of hearing about it."
Most alumni agree. "We've had a lot of
letters saying how distressed they are that
president Kennedy is leaving and what a loss
it is to the educational system," said Terry
Shepard, director of News Services. "The
president's office has received a surprising
outpouring of support."
A few alumni, however, have taken a
stand against Kennedy —one wrote a letter to
the student newspaper saying he would no
longer donate money to Stanford unless
Kennedy resigned.
As for the future, students and university
officials want to repair their reputation and
survive budget cuts that come as a result ofthe
scandal. The loss of some federal money to
cover overhead costs is forcing the university

to trim $40 million dollars from its $409
million operating budget.
The university also is worried about damage caused by several other incidents.
Earlier this year, Kennedy began disciplinary proceedings against a medical school
professor accused of sexually harassing students. Soon after, a female medical school
professor resigned,claiming sheendured years
of sexist behavior by her colleagues.
Kennedy also fired a computer-science
lecturer who blatantly violated the university's drug policy by bragging about carrying
drugs on campus.
The university received even more had
publicity this summer after an instructor in the
School of Business admitted he failed to
credit magazine articles he used in a book he
wrote about corporate management.The professor was accused of taking several wordfor-word passages from the article. A Stanford dean is investigating charges of plagiarism against the professor.
Although it has encountered more problems than most universities this year, Stanford is not the only academic institution in
trou e.The government is investigating about
25 otfr colleges and universities for improper billing, including Harvard University and
Massachusetts Institute of Technology —
both of which have returned some federal
money. The government says it may investigate more than 200 schools before the billing
controversy ends.

•Science

UNH professor using old ice to study Earth's climate history

DURHAM, N.H.(AP)— A University learn what controlled the variatio
ns if' the
of New Hampshire researcher is the chief ancient environment. By underst
anding the
scientist on an ice drilling project in Green- past, they hope to assess
of the Earth will
land to study 200,000 years of the Earth's warm as pollutants build in the atmosph
ere,
climatiF history and possibly learn more and if so, how rapidly.
about global warming.
Climate experts generally believe gas
Paul Mayewski,a glacial geochemist, is pollution will raise the Earth's surface
tempart of the Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2, perature.
which is drilling almost two miles through
Some scientists worry that warmer temthe island's glacial cap and is collecting peratures will melt glaciers and cause
oceans
samples at every layer.
to rise and flood coastal cities. However,
It will take the scientists through dramat- government leaders debate whether agreeic warm spells and ice ages,and they hope to ment on the warming issue alone justifies

•Literature

spending billions of dollars to remodel sociThey'll return next summer to complete
ety to prevent the warming.
the project.
The scientists are spending five sumA Soviet and French team hold the record
mers on the project about 400 miles above for a hole that reached
about 160.000 years •
the Arctic Circle, near the highest part of the back in time in the 1980s.
immense ice sheet that covers more than 80
Glacial ice sheets once covered much of
percent of Greenland.
Europe. Asia and North America, and
After three summers of planning, they reached as far as south
St. Louis in the
began drilling this summer and cut .9 miles Midwest and Long Island
on the East Coast
into the ice, a level that dates back about of the United States.
The ice sheets form
8.500 years. Now they are bringing back the layers as each year's
snow covers that of
ice blocks collected from the hole to study at previous years and freezes
under the intense
laboratories in the United States and Europe. weight of subsequent
layers.

•Games

Yale literary magazine University Junior wins
gets life after death
Nintendo tournament

NEW HAVEN,Conn.(CPS)— The Yale
Review,America's oldest literary quarterly,has
been revived after some of the nation's bestknown writers and editors protested its demise.
Yale president Benno(. Schmidt Jr., citing financial problems and a changing marketplace, announced that the distinguishable
journal would fold in 1991. Schmidt was
concerned that the Review was a financial
drain on the university budget.
The announcement drew of storm of protest from more than 50 well-known writers
and editors.
"There were hundreds of letters sent to the
president's office," says Wendy Wipprecht,
managing editor ofthe Review.She described
the response as "overwhelming."
The publication dates back to 1819, when
•

it was called the Christian Spectator. It was
renamed the Yale Review in 1911, under the
editorship of Wilbur L. Cross, who later became governor of Connecticut.
For many years,the Yale Review has been
a forum for the voices Ofemerging and established writers. It introduced,for example,the
works of Eudora Welty, Robert Frost and
Robert Penn Warren. It also showcased writers such as Eugene O'Neill, Edith Wharton,
Virginia Woolf, and William Butler Yeats.
In early August. Schmidt said the university had renewed its commitment to the beleaguered publication. Effective Sept. 1, the
Review will be under the guiding hand of
prize-winning poet and literary critic J.D.
McClatchy, who served as the journal's poetry editor for the past 10 years.

(CPS)— Goofing off sometimes has definite advantages. Ask Duane Olenius.
Olenius,ajunior,took a small detour from
studying and wound up as Mankato State
Llniversity's winner in the Nintendo Campus
Challenge that's currently crisscrossing the
country.
Now he's headed for Disney World this
January with a shot at a new car and scholarship money ranging from $1,000 to $2,500.
Hiscombined score on Super Mario Bros.
3,Dr. Mario,and Pinbot topped those of2,000
challengers and won his the trip to the finals in
Orlando, Fla.
"I didn't even know they had things like
this,"Olenius said."I play video games a couple
times a week.(The Challenge)was on campus,
I walked by,my brother wasthere,he said.`Hey,

come try this,' I outdid myself by a lot."
Like by a million points or so. He hit,
1.8
million to win the title.
In the finals.Olenius had toface offagainst
his brother Dave,21,and four other challengers. Duane beat his big brother and the others
to win the overall guys' title. "I'm getting a
little mileage out of that," he says.
That left one challenger, I9-year-old Kim
Sandmeyer, who won the females'championship. Olenius, 20, and Sandineyer squared off
and he squashed her by a few thousand points.
No big deal. It'sjust that she happens to be
dating Olenius.
Says Sandmeyer,"When he and I were the
only ones left.! said,'Well, yeah,one of us is
going to Disney World." Was she trying to
give Olenius a hint? "Yep," she sighs.
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•Stealth bomber's radar defects normal
• Debate on Thomas' background questioned by
lawyers
• Bush opposes Senate bill to increase recycling

•Iran-Contra

Gates may not have known o

fIran-Contra,ex-CIA man says

WASHINGTON,D.C.(AP)
— A former other person
who had been at the meetin
CIA officer today described
g, Piers,the chiefofthe CIA's Centra Ame
a world ofdecep- Clair
l
rican hostages affair.
Geo
rge
,
tur
tion and intrigue at the spy
ned to him and said,"Someagency in the time whe
Task Force.
re
in
the
dar
In the statement, the CIA's for
k
of the night Bill Casey has
of Iran-Contra, but said he
mer lop
had no reason to said,
But "I never talked to" Gates "in any
'I'l
l
law
tak
yer
e
car
, David Doherty, told Senate
e of Central America. Jus
challenge Robert Gates'
t specific detail about what Oliver Nor
statement that he leave
Investiit to me."
th was gators that he handed a draft
didn't know about a secret
copy of a politdoi
plan to arm the
ng.
Gat
"
es
has
sai
d
most of what he knew. ically embarrassing pres
George calledthe entire mee
Nicaraguan rebels.
idential document
ting a "cha- about North's acti
to
vities in 1985 and 1986 Gates a day or two
rad
e"
and
sai
d
it
wou
ld
Alan Piers,testifying at Gat
be
bef
ore
"wo
rse
then-CIA Director
tha
n
Wat
ercame from reading the newspapers.
esconfirmation gate" if
the operation ever became
William Casey testified to Congress
hearing to become CIA dire
public,
ctor, said he gave Piers said
Earlier in the morning. the commit
.
tee
Gates has testified that he kne
Gates a hint in 1986 - but
w nothing
no specific Contra
released sworn statements that conf
"At that point, I understood
lict
wit
h
abo
information - that Oliver
ut
the document at the time he was
the universe I Gates'testim
North was deeply was in,
overony about theex tent ofhis knowl- seeing
" Piers testified.
involved in a secret Contra
the preparation of Casey's tes
resupply operation.
edg
tim
e
ony,
in
198
6
of
the
Iran
Pie
-Contra arms-for given to Congress on
rs said Gates, who was the
"I have no reason to take iss
Nov. 21, 1986.
No. 2 man
ue with"Gates' at the CIA
at the same time, was not pre
statements that he didn't
sent at
know North was the mee
ting, and was "nowhere
running a secret Contra res
around this •Technology
upply network, equation.
" '
Piers told the Senate Intellig
ence Committee.
hers described a conversation
Piers told his story as tie
with Gates in
panel released mid-1986
when a CIA officer, Vince
sworn statements from ano
Camasther former CIA tram,was
being assigned todeal with the
official that conflict with
Contras.
Gates' testimony
Cannistraro "cannot have
about the extent of his knowle
the same reladge in 1986 of tionship"
with the rebels as Oliver Nor
the Iran-Contra arms-for-ho
th did,
stages affair.
Piers says he told Gates."Th
Piers, a former agency offi
at would get us in
cial who has a place whe
WASHINGTON(AP)— Air For
re we don't want to be," Pie
ce Secpleaded guilty to Iran-Contr
"Though the F-117 test progra
rs says retary Donald Ric
a misdemeanors, he add
m couldn't
e says the B-2Stealth bombed in the conversation wit
described in dramatic detail dec
be
tal
ked about at the time because
h
Gates.
iding not tocarry
er's
rad
ar
stea
problems are not unusual and
lth was
North was a National Sec
out a task at North's request,
that revolutionary and shrouded
urity ('ouncil the F-117 Stea
and then being staffer,
in secrecy. much,
lth
figh
ter
had
whi
eve
le
n
wor
Can
se
ones much worse problems
nistraro, as a CIA employ
summoned to a meeting in
er during its development.
occurred in its develCasey's office.
detailed to the NS(', would
Piers said Casey asked North
opment." Rice said. He men
be
sub
jec
t
to conin front ofthe gressional
Ric
tioned previous
e
def
end
ed the bomber Tuesday during
restrictions on assisting the
group whether he was ope
reports that two F- 117 prototype
rebels. a speech to the Air
rating in Central
s had crashed.
Force Association,emphaCongress from October 198
America."011ie looked at the
and that all flight testing had
4 to October sizing som
director and said 1986 bar
to
be
e
halted untir
pro
blems of the F- I 17, whose
red the CIA from supplying
no," Piers recalled."Casey
a wiring problem was fixed.
the Con- development was
said,'Good,I want tras wit
highly classified. It was used
h military assistance.
you to understand you're not
Moreover, Rice said the F- 117
to operate there."
in combat for the first tim
had radar.
"I
thi
e during the U.S. evadin
nk
Bob
Gat
es understood the frameAs he left Casey's office,
g test results that "revealed
Piers said, an- work" in
invasion of Panama in Dec
diff
erences
ember 1989, and between
which North was operating
projected and actual perfor
, said was heavily relied
on in the Persian Gulf War
mance
. These were fixed too."

B-2's problems not unusual
Air Force Secretary says

University o
f Maine
Guest Lecture(Series
presents

THE DOORS'
John Densmore

Riding On The Storm:
The Doors, The Sixties,
& No

w

Maine Center for the Arts
Wednesday, September 25,
1991
8:00 pm
•Free to the public•

P an

an event

that could
use extra
funding0

The Comprehensive Fe
e
Services Fund will ass
ist
organizations recognize
d by
•
Student Government
or the
Association of Gradua
te Students
by covering up to 80
% of the expenses
associated with specif
ic set-up costs'
Applications for this
fund are available
at the following
Memorial Union loc
ations:

Centerfor Student
Services — 3rd floor
Memorial Union
Director:5 Office—
2nd fl(x)r
Student Activities Off
ice — 2nd floor
Student Programm
ing Office— 2nd
floor
• i.e. police cov
erage, fire marsha
lls, electricians,
and/or rental/custo
dial charges. (Th
is fund is
separate from the
program fund.)
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•Supreme Court

Debate on Thomas now focuses on his badwound
By James Rowley

topher F. Edley Jr. of Harvard told the panel. discrimination. He knows the results of
being
He said that during Thomas'testimony,"I saw on the wrong side of the law not
because of
no indication he has a framework ofapproach- what one has done,or not done,but
because of
ing constitutional issues. I saw artful ways of the color of one's skin," said Sister
Mary
evading the questions."
V irgilius Reidy,Thomas'eighth-grade teacher
Supporters, meanwhile, argued that Tho- in Savannah, Ga. The Roman Catholic nun
mas has not forgotten his roots as a victim of said Thomas "questioned the daily
recitation
discrimination in the racially segregated South. of the Pledge of Allegiance, which ensures
Moreover,"his history of struggle, and his liberty and justice for all, when neither liberty
past openness to argument, together with his nor justice was available to black children."
capacity to make up his own mind, make him a
"Do we perhaps begin to see here the early
much more likely candidate for growth than beginnings of a judicial mind?" she asked.
others who have recently been appointed to the
Hearings are scheduled to resume ThursSupreme Court,"said Guido Calabresi,dean of day following the one-day congressional break
the Yale Law School. which Thomas attended. for Yom Kippur. Sen. Joseph R. Biden Jr., I)"He lived day by day the cruel story of Del., the Judiciary Committee's chairman,

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)— The debate over
Clarence Thomas' Supreme Court nomination is focusing on whether his background as
a poor Southern Black kid is a proper guide
to
the type ofjustice he would be.
A group of black law professors who oppose the nomination told the Senate Judiciary
Committee on Tuesday that Thomas' personal background is less significant than the conservative policies he pushed in the Reagan
administration and the views he expressed.
"Back ground and character are not a
substitute for a constitutional vision." Chris

said he plans to finish the hearings by Friday.
A vote by the panel of eight Democrats
and six Republicans could come as early as
Sept. 26, with action by the full Senate five
days later. Both sides are predicting that Thomas will win confirmation,although the committee vote could be close.
On Tuesday, the black law professors
argued that Thomas had turned his back on his
past when he joined the Reagan administration, chairing the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission for eight years.
Thomas' opposition to affirmative action programs "puts him quite a distance
from the mainstream of civil rights," Edley
of Harvard said.

•Economy

Federal Reserve survey says economy s

,recovery iffy

WASHINGTON,D.C.(AP)— The U.S. ic upturn remained spotty with "some districts
than half of its 12 regions reported further
economy remains uneven with some parts of apparently not sharing in the recovery."
increases in housing sales and housing starts.
the nation not sharing in whatfeeble economIt found widespread weakness in consumA separate report from the Commerce
ic rebound there is, the Federal Reserve said er spending, which accounts for two-thirds
of Department found similar weakness, reporttoday in its ;atest nationwide survey ofbusi- total economic activity, and said
that there ing that construction starts rose by only 0.6
ness conditions.
were troubling signs that the rebound in hous- percent in August, the smallest advance in
The newest survey sounded many of the ing activity was losing,momentum.
three months.
same downbeat themes of a report in August
"There is little sign of a sizable rebound in
The Fed's review ofeconomic conditions,
thatfound great doubt over whether the coun- consumer spending that will contribute to a coupled
with a variety of weak economic
try is on a path of renewed growth following strengthening in business activity," the Fed reports
in recent weeks, cast doubts on the
the recession that began in July 1990.
report stated. "Retail sales in recent months Bush administration's assertions that the reThe Fed Survey, based on individual re- show only scattered improvement and most cession
had ended and a sustainable recovery
ports from each of the central hank's 12 re- retailers are cautious about sales prospects." is under
way.
gional banks,noted that reports ofan economOn the housing front,the Fed said thatfewer
Many economists are expressing growing

•Personal Triumph

concerns about the possibility of a so-called
"double dip"recession.in which the recovery is
so weak that the recession returns in fill! force.
The central bank last week pushed a key
bank lending rate down to its lowest level in
18 years. The new report will serve as the
basis for discussion at the Fed's next policy
meeting, scheduled for Oct. 1.
Many economists believe that unless there
is a significant improvement in economic
activity, the central bank will be forced to
move again to lower interest rates in an effort
to get businesses and consumers to spend and
borrow more.

•Environment

Paraplegic scales 2,200 Bush administration
foot peak in Yosemite opposes recycling bill
Calif.(AP)— A paraplegic rock climber
who used his arms to clamber to the 2,200-foot
summit of HalfDome has dreamed up another
challenge: skiing across the Sierra Nevada.
Mark Wellman on Monday completed
his. second major climb alongside partner
Mike ('orbett, hut their planned eight-day
ascent of the granite monolith took 13 days.
They finished exhausted but elated.
"We've been talking about it for two
years, and to not do it was out of the ques-

tion," Corbett said. "There was no way we
were going to come down."
Corbett,in spite ofhis determination to finish.
wasn'teager to attempt the feat again."I wouldn't
want to push myself any farther. It was much
harder than 1 thought. I fed I barely made it"
Wellman. a 3 I -year-old park ranger, was
paralyzed from the waist down during a climb of
another Yosemite peak in 1982. He and Corbett
gained international fame in 1989 when they
climbed Yosemite's 3,300-foot El Capitan

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Bush administration is opposing a Senate bill intended to increase recycling and tighten waste
disposal regulations.
Environmental Protection Agency Administrator William K. Reilly told the Senate
Environmental Protection Subcominittee on
Tuesday that many provisions of the legislation are unworkable or too costly.
"We must not nationalize the garbage
problem," Reilly said. He did not estimate the

costs of the proposal hut said they "could be
extraordinary."
Subcommittee Chairman Max Bairns, D.Mont., who co-sponsored the bill with the ranking Republican, John(
-Wee of Rhode Island,
said he was surprised by Reilly's oppositiol).
Reilly said he shares the bill's goals, but
prefers current initiatives to encourage recycling over legislation that would set minimum
recycled content standards for paper, glass,
plastics and other products used by industry.

20% OFF
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20% OFF

did you know that hidden away on Mill Street here in Orono, there is a great
old manufacturing firm with a factory store? We feature a broad selection
of products, including wooden frame oois, carnp strx)Is knapsacks, duffels,
higgage, canvas bags, leather handle totes 8,1 much mare. .all at 20-50% off retail Come pay
us a visit..your first is CCTtlitl not to be yCX11 last
(lip this coupon to save an extra 20%,off our factory store prices.

BR
FACTORY STORE
>>
Maine made since 1880
74 Mill St. Orono
866-2172

Uncle Funky's Music

Coupon expires 10/30/91

2 Mill Street • Orono • Maine • 04473 • 207.866.5837

20% OFF

20% OFF
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• British skeptical about hostage release rumor
• French and German peacekeeping forces go to Yugoslavia

WorldNews

• Baker holds fast to peace conference plan

•Hostages

Hostage release talk mixed with conffi
BEIRUT,Lebanon(AP)— Syria's for- other
Westerners last month and stepped-up
eign minister says he is optimistic a West- diplom
atic efforts at hammering out an exern hostage would be released soon, but
change deal. But no movement on a release
British officials say they have no informa- was
reported by early today.
tion on an Iranian report that Briton Jack
Mann's wife,Sunnie,was cheered by the
Mann may be freed.
report Wednesday by Iran's official Islamic
Israel and some Shiite leaders also ap- Republ
ic News Agency that a Western hospeared at odds Wednesday over the process
tage, probably Mann,would be freed "in the
of a broad swap of Arab prisoners and
next few hours."
Israelis that would involve the 11 Western"I'm cautiously optimistic that someers missing in Lebanon, including five
thing might happen now, within the next
Americans.
few days,"she told reporters before going to
Word Wednesday that Mann could be the British
Embassy in Beirut.
released soon follows the release of three
Asked if she had firm news on her 77-

reports

year-old husband, the oldest of the 11 missing Westerners, Mrs. Mann said: "No, no.
Definitely no."
Inside the embassy,British officials also
said they had no new information about
Mann. "We have no firm news to suggest
that this report is correct," said John Tucknott, the British charge d'affaires.
In Damascus, traditional transit point
home for freed hostages, Syrian Foreign
Minister Farouk al-Sharaa was asked
Wednesday whether he agreed with the report of an impending release. He said:"Yes,
I'm optimistic there may be one soon."

U.N. Secretary-General Javier Perez de
Cuellar has been working to arrange a deal
that would free Western hostages in Lebanon and about 300 Lebanese prisoners held
by Israel. The Jewish state seeks an accounting of Israeli soldiers missing in Lebanon.
Some Shiite leaders have asserted no
more hostages would be freed until Israel
releases cleric Abdul-Karim Meld.a Shiite
cleric allied with Hezbollah who was seized
by Israeli commando in 1989.
Hezbollah is the umbrella organization
for pro-Iranian groups believed holding thc
Westerners.

•Yugoslavia

Yugoslavia has little fighting as cease fire continues

ZAGREB, Yugoslavia (AP) — Air raid
President Francois Mitterrand of France rington,
saying he had ordered the army not to the Croatian capital, but a spokeswoma
sirens shrieked today in two coastal towns in said
n for
his country and Germany would propose fire first
in Croatia. -The army units are the town's Croat governing comini
Croatia and clashes were reported in the east,but deploy
ttee said
ing armed European peacekeeping forc- absolutely follow
ing the orders," the Tanjug later that Croat extremists "who want
the rest ofthe secessionist republic was relative- es in
war'.
Yugoslavia, subject to certain condi- news agency
quoted Kadijevic as saying.
ly quiet on day two of a tenuous cease-fire.
fired at the barracks first.
tions.Foreign ministers ofthe European,Comlie accused ('roatian foims of violating the
In Belgrade, the capital of Serbia and munity
Karlovac was reported quiet today.
were to discuss the proposal today at cease-fire. which
began at noon Wednesday.and
Yugoslavia, a long column of federal army The Hague
.Lord
Carrington', who signed the latest
, Netherlands.
of continuing the blockade of army barracks.
tanks and artillery headed west out of the city
cease-f
ire
agreement Tuesday with the CroatYugoslavia's federal defense minister,
The Croatian Defense Ministry said today ian and Serbian
in the direction of Croatia to the cheers of Veljko
presidents and the federal
Kadijevic,sent a letter to the European that rockets
were fired overnight from the defense minister, said he
thousands of onlookers.
would not return to
Community's chief mediator, Lord Car- army
base in Karlovac, southwest of Zagreb, Yugoslavia if
it failed.
4/0
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Have an ideafor an event, but Lack the money to
put it on?
Currently planning a program that could use addi
tionalfunding?
Interested in organizing a big campus eventforyour
organization?
You should know wegave away

•
last yearfor studentprograkms,

Your organization could gain funding,too!
'The Comprehensive Fee Program Fund has been
allocated monies to expand the number and scope
of
larger campus piograms available to the student
body.
These funds will be awarded to those organization
s

4^

recognized by the A.ssoc±ation of Grach late
Students or
Student Government. Student Gimps
may use the funds
for any expense due to the activity, sudi
as program
costs, set-up expenses, or promotional costs.
"
- Brian Lajoy, Chairperson
thmprehensite Fee Funding Committee

Applications are available at the following
Memorial Union locations:
Student Government Office --- 2nd floor; Cente
r for Student Services — 3rd floor
Student Programming Office — 2nd floor; Stude
nt Activities Office — 2nd floor
as well as the
- Office of the Association of Graduate
Students
Application deadlines for Consideration
are:
September 24, October 8 & 22, November
5 & 19, December 3
1990-91 sponsored events were: Phish concert,
Culturefest, Thursday Night at the
Den, ROC/TUBfilm series,
(Maine Concert Committee, Bumstock, Maine
Day, Guest Speakers, and various
Greekfunctions.

if you've got the idea, we've got the

funds.
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•Soviet Union

Ydtsin not wo

•

for second day due to heart ailment

MOSCOW,USSR(AP)— Russian Fed- branch.
the incapacitation of the most popular politi- Yeltsin also canceled a meeting with U.S.
eration President Boris Yeltsin was
described
Yeltsin issued a series of sweeping de- cian in the Soviet Union would
destabilize an Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady.
as "slightly ill" from an unspecifi
ed heart crees after the failed Aug. 18-21 coup,
assert- already unsettled situation.
Soviet news media and spokesmen for
ailment Thursday and he canceled his ening his authority over many aspects of the
Yeltsin
had
supporte
d
groups
the
pushing
Yeltsin
said Wednesday that the Russian pret
gagements for a second straight day.
central Soviet government and bypassing leg- for more liberalization and
democracy, and ident had suffered "a minor heart attack."
The acting chairman of the Russian legisislative review. Many lawmakers have ques- his loss could be a boon
to factions that have Yeltsin's press secretary, Pavel Voshchanov,
lature, Ruslan Khasbuiatov, told lawmakers
tioned their legality.
opposed reform.
said the burly politician complained only of
the 60-year-old Yeltsin could not speak to
the
"Many legislators regard the absence of
Under Russian law, Vice President Alex- chest pains and went home from work early
Opening session of the legislature as
to
planned Boris Nikolayevich(Yeltsin)at the session as ander Rutskoi
would replace Yeltsin if he rest.
because his doctors told him to rest for a day. an
attempt to avoid open confrontation with became disabled, either until Yeltsin
could
In Russian,the phrase "heart attack" has a
He said Yeltsin was not seriously ill and
the parliament,"the Tass news agency quoted resume office or until his five-year
presiden- less specific medical meaning than in Enstill planned to visit Azerbaijan this weekend.
lawmaker Vladimir Lisin assaying.
tial term expires in June 1996. Because Yeli\-4 glish. It is commonly used to refer to a range
There was no public talk that Yeltsin
"Ile would have to answer some unpleas- sin is thought not to be very ill, there has
been' of ailments in the chest, from minor pains to
might be seriously ill,and speculation grew in ant
questions about his decrees," said Lisin, no public discussion about this possibility,
heart failure.
the legislature that he might be feigning ill- chairman
of the subcommittee on humanitarBesides missing his scheduled state-ofKhasbulatov gave no further details about
ness to avoid a debate with lawmakers angry ian
issues.
the-republic speech to the Russian Supreme the nature of Yeltsin's illness beyond saying
at this transfer of powers to the executive
If Yeltsin did turn out to be seriously ill, Soviet legislature as it began its fall session,
doctors ordered him to stay in bed for one day.

•Middle East Negotiations

US will host peace conference with or without Palestinians
By Donald M. Rothburg

may not come again, ever
TheJordanian king,whose country's population is about half Palestinian, said that the "only
AMMAN, Jordan (AP) — Secretary of alternative(to a peace conferenc
e)is a disaster."
State James A. Baker III said Thursday the
It is expected that Palestinians who would
United States is prepared to sponsor a Middle participate in a peace conferen
ce would do so
East peace conference whether or not the as part of the Jordanian
delegation.
Palestinians choose to attend.
Israel refuses to sit down with Palestinians
At a news conference with King Hussein who are members of the Palestine Liberatio
n
of Jordan, Baker said, "If the Palestinians Organization or with residents of
Fast Jerusonce again pass up an opportunity ... there's alem. In a letter to Israeli Prime Minister
nothing we can do about it."
Yitzhak Shamir,Baker said the United States
Hussein said he hoped the Palestinians supports the position that Israel not be forced
"realize the time is short. This opportunity to sit at the negotiating table with any delegaAP Diplomatic Writer

tion of which it disapproves.
Baker was asked about a report that Palestinians he met in Jerusalem on Monday had
turned down an invitation to confer with him
during his one-day stop in Jordan.
"I would very much like to meet with the
Palestinians ... here or anywhere else," the
secretary of state said, without saying whether he had invited them to Amman.
Asfor a peace conference without the Palestinians. Baker said,"We would be prepared to
sponsor a conference thatcould progress toward
peace across the board on all these issues."
Baker is returning to Syria Friday to meet

THE UNION BOARD

with President Hafez Assad to discuss assurances the tlnited States has given that country
about the proposed peace conference.
On Wednesday, Syrian Foreign Minister
Farouk Sharaa said U.S.housing loan guarantees to Israel would be "a major obstacle to
peace" in the region. He stopped short of
saying they would prompt his country to
boycott a peace conference.
During the joint news conference with
Sharaa, Baker denied that he has discussed,
publicly or privately,a freeze on further kwish
settlements in the occupied territories in connection with U.S. housing loan guarantees.
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invites students, family, and friends...

Mass Schedule
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Dances with Wolves
in Hauck Auditorium
on Friday, September 20th
at 6:00 & 9:30 p.m. .
504 with UM student ID
$3.00 all others

Parents • Families • Friends
to the
University of Maine

co-sponsored with ROC

83 College Ave

and

117
to the

JAMES J. MAPES
JAMES J. MAPES

Journey
Into The Imoginatior
Through Hypnosis

Tot01 AgdienCe POrtiCipOtiOn

in Hauck Auditorium
on Saturday, September 21st
at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets will be on sale
at the Information Booth,
Memorial Union
on September 18, 19, 20
and at the door
Admission is $1.00
Everyone is invited!

NEWMAN CENTER
Your Roman Catholic Parish on Campus
you are

c

o

m

to worship with us:

•

Weekend Liturgies
Saturday: 5:00 p.m. Newman Center
(this week only)
Reception following
Sunday: 9:30 a.m. Newman Center
11:15 a.m. Damn Yankee
Memorial Union
6:15 p.m. Newman Center

'
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EditorialPage
•Persian Gulf War

It's not over until the
fatlady sings
The United Nations appr
oved offensive military ac
tion
Wednesday in an effort to
force Iraq to comply with
th
e
disarmament and inspecti
on requirements establish
ed after
the Persian Gulf war.
President Bush ordered
Air Force squadrons to es
cort UN
- inspection helicopters
to enforce the requiremen
ts
.
The troops were welcom
ed home here at Bangor
International Airport an
d later in Washington a hu
ge parade
and display of military eq
uipment was held. Thes
e men and
women were heralded as
heroes as the war 'ended
'.
Twenty-six warships ar
e in the gulf and about 36
,000 US
troops remain there as wel
l. This doesn't sound lik
e the war
is over.
Why can't the US and Pr
esident Bush let someon
„pr
e else
otect" the populations of
the world? We bit our
fingernails as we waited
here at home for our moth
ers,
fathers, sisters, brothers
and friends to come home
safe. Why
aren't we demanding tha
t the rest of our troops be
sent
home? Let someone else
play guard dog to Sadaam
Hussein
and his politics.
While our government en
sures the safety of other
nations
they are risking American
lives.
If we don't want to risk re
newed military confrontat
ions in
the gulf then now is the ti
me to let our representati
ves
in
Washington know. Stan
d up and tell people how yo
u feel
before it's too late.
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Climb every mountain

Now and then problems
mount
to
see
mingly insurmountable lev
could stand, and most of
•Family and Friends
the beer
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I always
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some distance between
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"Columbus: The New World Order" will be presented
by Bread and Puppet Theatre Sept. 27 and 29.

A puppetshow is coming to
the University of Maine, but
don't expect to find Kermit
the Frog or Miss Piggy among
the performers.
The Bread and PuppetTheater, of Glover, Vt., will perform at the Maine Center for
the Arts and Alumni Field on
Sept.27 and 29. The company
will be performing"Columbus:
The New World Order,"a piece
presented in two parts.
Those unfamiliar with The
Bread and Puppet Theater
may find themselves questioning the history lessons they
learned in elementary school.
Peter Schumann, founder
and director ofBread and Puppet Theatre, says that "Columbus: The New World Order""is the story of his fateful
name: Christopher, the
Christ-bearer,and Columbus,
the dove, the bringer of peace

plomacy," Rolf added.
Olsen takes care of marketing and
public relations in addition to reviewing contracts for artists and managing
events.
He worked with a graphic designer
Artistic curiosity, creative advertisthe public affairs office to create
from
financial
and
ing, strategic marketing,
promotional brochure,
season's
the
Prothe
in
play
into
wizardry come
assistant wrote most of
student
a
while
entertainment.
and
gramming of arts
text.
the
helped
has
challenges
Sharing these
Each year Olsen tries to create a
new Interim Co-Directors Brenda
look with the cover of the brounique
for
prepare
Olsen
Rolf
Henderson and
chure.
CenMaine
the
at
season
the upcoming
This year's cover has a collage effect
ter for the Arts, since the departure of
black and white photographs of a
with
spring.
last
Katz
Joel
director
Henderson's responsibilities in- "smiling classical cellist, the beauty of
clude taking care ofthe financial man- dance and the fun of Canadian band,"
agement, billing and ticket informa- said Olsen.
"The look is funky and dignified at
tion.
"Mainly, my areas are the financial once," said Olsen.
Along with their individual responinformation,woitching ouraccounts and
also
developing a new accounting system to sibilities, Henderson and Olsen
projects.
on
extensively
tell if we are in a profitor loss situation," collaborate
"Brenda and I worked together with
said Henderson.
with
She also restructured billing proce- the DevelopmentOffice tocome up
Olsen.
said
funding,"
corporate
dures and fee schedules for rental situThis task included writing to busiations.
for sponsorship.
nesses
"I also helped plan the gala and Will
alsorefined and structured their
They
supervise the dinner,"said Henderson.
relationships with entercontractual
'"And the logistics, politics, and di-

- or atleast that peculiar Christian peace of subjugation and
outright genocide that accompanied the occupation of the
new lands.
'He and his prisoner crew
initiate 'the new world order.'
They arrive in what Columbus himself understands as
paradise. They unload the
god of love in this paradise,
and implement the rules of
that love as they understand
it," according to Schumann.
Huldah Warren of the
UMaine Peace Studies Program,which is sponsoring the
show, said that this event,
along with a movement to
"Stop 1992"is likely to stir up
debate. 'Stop 1992" supporters are prepared to greet Oct.
12, 1992 as a day of mourning
because they regard "Columbus'discovery"as an invasion,
which led to subjugation and
the
of
enslavement
hemisphere's indigenous
peoples.

"I see people getting really
polarized," she said, referring
to those who support Columbus and those who disagree
that he was a hero.
"Bread and Puppet's two
performanceschallenge static
mythic complacency by illuminating the facts ofspiritual
and ethnic genocide, slavery,
disease, and environmental
degradation," Warren said.
Bread and Puppet Theater
was founded in 1962 by
Schumann op New York City's
Lower East1Side. The first
productions dealt with rents,
rats and other problems with
the neighborhood.
The production coming to
UMaine draws material from
Operation Desert Storm and
the James Bay Hydroelectric
Project.
Eric Clyve, a sociology major originally from Bangor,
attended a Bread and Puppet
See Bread on page V4

Brenda Henderson and Rolf Olsen are currently serving as cointerm directors of the Maine Center for the Arts.(Kiesow photo.)
tainers and groups.
Olsen and Henderson, for example,
worked with the Bangor Symphony Orchestra, the oldest community-operating orchestra in the country,to come up

with a new contract agrcement.
The agreement, which is still in the
planning stages, would make tickets to
thesymphony available to universitystuSee MCA on page V4
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Sister Blue will color your ears

burning desire realize it. A
musician strives to find the
poetic lyrics which sink into a
listener's memory.Theysearch
the depths of their souls to creAlthough most people regard ate mus
ic which surprises and
vision"assomething to do with deli
ghts.
the sight, Sister Blue asks you
Sister Blue, a young band
to break with normalcy and try
based in Orono, has embarked
discovering it with your ears. In
on this long, tough road which
fact, you might want to use all
they hope will lead them to
your senses.
discovering the elusive sound.
By Frank Spurr
Verbatim Staff Writer

"To know life, one must know
both joy and her sister Blue."
— Anonymous
Using all ofyoursenses may
be the only way to track Sister
Blue as they embark on the
long journey to find the ultimate musical sound,if, indeed,
this sound exists.
The ultimate musical sound
is, perhaps,the most elusive of
dreams.For some,it may come
from The Beatles, for others,
Metallica, and still others relish in anything written by
Mozart.
Few performers achieve the
ultimate sound despite the

Sister Blue is comprised of
Bill Reagan, Tom Lander and
Scott Veysey. They have been
performing together for 18
months and have just released
"Thom," a tape featuring '11
songs of original vision."
Perhapsthe key to this "original vision" lies in the song lyrics
written by Reagan, who claims
nodivineinspiration for his words
or music. It is simply hard work
"It's a creative process. It's
nottoo autobiographical. Some
of it is basically fiction. It's

Bill Reagan,Scott Veysey and Tom Lan
der (left to right) of the Orono-based ban
d
Sister Blue have just released Thorn,
their first full length tape.
emotional and honest. It's the
emotional (aspect) which I
think sets us apart. They are
'thinking man's'lyrics. There's
a little more to them then '1
shot an arrow through my
heart,'" Reagan says.
Yet words without music is
merely poetry. Sister Blue's
musicians are diverse in their

torJ111"
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first three songs). Flute mas- tan
eous stereo combustion is The
diversity of instrumento Lik
ter Hubert Laws contributes a
e the name states,when you
defi
nite possibility!
For Verbatim
used is also to the album's
his talents to the ballad
get into this album, it acts just
Once again the New York cred
it, in addition to those like
"Cubana", a song specifically bas
an umbrella, it keeps realed quartet has produced list
ed, the calymba, 12-string
written with him in mind.
ity off your shoulders.
music to stir the soul. Vocalist
acoustic, 6-string acoustic,
Until the recent release of John
The group cuts a standard
Popper returns to blow vari
Eduardo del Barrio
ous barks,squeaks,growls
"Free Play" Eduardo del Bar- ama
fare
with a bass guitarist Mike
zin
g
tunes through his and whis
"Free Play"
tles.
rio was most noted for his roll har
Bitt
s,
mon
drummer Steve Brown,
ica
. Guitar player
A&M
The band claims a wide
as head of Caldera,from 1975 Cha
vocals and synthesizer Karen
n Kinchla, bassist Bobby ran
ge of influences that conto 1980. It was with Caldera She
Penis,and "Jack ofallguitars"
ehan, and percussionist. trib
Impressive music, very im- that Dia
uted to their style. Names
ne Reeves got herstart Brendan
Don
Pens. What's even more
Hill fuse togetltw such as
pressive guest list. Argentine atthe
Led Zeppelin, Grateage of 19. After the band with
inte
rest
suc
ing is the 'full sound"
h
talents as Greg ful Dead,
keyboardist Eduardo del Bar- bro
ke up, del Barrio went on Allman
Muddy Waters,Jiini effe
ct
on
tha
'Mo
t this Pennsylvaniauntain Cry"and Hendrix,
rio has produced a record of to com
B.B. King,and John bas
pose songs for big name Chris
ed quartet produces.
Barron on "All in the Lee
his own this time. After con- ban
Hooker all are spoken for
ds, "I've arranged for Groove
" to create a unique in
The lyrics have a very real
tributing to such greats as everybod
the music. Diversity see
y...pop, jazz..."
ms
blen
d
of
conn
rock
otation behind them;such
and
Earth, Wind and Fire, Shorty
blues.
to be the Blues Trav
Influences such as Bartok,
eler
's
As
as
I
sat
in
the "Evensong."
and
list
Rogers, Brazilian vocalist Prokofie
ened to this theme both in
v and Reich take up 80 album it
sound and style.
"Oh
became apparent to
,the lives that brush
Djavan, and the classic Herb or 90
Whether you're already
percent of his listening me that
a
each member could fan
agai
nst us,
Alpert, del Barrio has his shin- time
orjustinterested,this one'
. You may think that he's display
s
his own specific talent a
Pas
s
us by and by,
ing star.
winner.
notso original,but you would be whil
e the others took'backup"
The friends who may or
Asfor the company he keeps wrong.
Whatever else can be rolls. Thi
s is apparent in the
may not come."
on this album, percussionist said del
The Innocent Mission
Barrio'sstyle is his own. song,"All
in the Groove,"PopThese artists aren'tjustout
Alex Acuna and bassist Abe
"Umbrella"
per delivers a smokin' harfor the fame;they haves mor
Laboriel perform on "Chacee
A&M
Blues Traveler
monica solo followed by
important mission, "Fine
Rare." Diane Reeves is re"Travelers and Thieves"
Kinchla's masterful guitar
etched poetry and atmospheric
united with del Barrio on "LaYou'
re
A&M
walking down the sou
solo. The whole group playing
nd" seem to be a major
ment for a Lonely Child." The
hall,suddenly you feel your
self theme throughou
together takes this listener
great jazz bassist Charlie
t the revealbeing pulled back into the
Keep your fire extinguisher strait
room, ing recording.
into orbit.
Haden can be heard directing close at han
an
evoc
ativ
e sound comes forth
d, with Blues
The album's slow "blusey"
Next time they play'The Inthe flow of rhythm on The Traveler's
from yourspeakers.It's the
new recording, ballads cont
new nocent Mission"
rasted well with alb
Freedom Movements, (the "Travelers and
over the radio,
um from The Innocent MisThieves,"spon- the more upbeat
don't be so quick to change the
rock rhythms. sion. It's
entitled -Umbrella.*
station. You just might like i0
By Mike Hughes
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experience both with music toured Maine,
New Hampshire
basics and playing with other and Vermon
t and spent time
groups. Lander studied music playing on Nan
tucket Island.
theory and played upright bass
Reagan, composes the music
in high school which he says and lyrics and
plays guitar, keywas "really cool." He has also board,some
bassand percussi(
played with other bands atleast
Veysey is lead vocalist of Sis
three or four nights a week for ter Blue and
ifthey perform li
the past three and one half
years. During that time, he
See Blue on page V3
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he'll play some
percussion. He to avoid
the
admitsthathedidn't
take kindly which do practices of bands Grateful Dead-type song,
"Mr. listened to then jus
not appeal to them.
to formal music edu
t put on in have much to
cation.
Sun: Those are the first
offer listeners
Some groups 'would
thr
ee the backround," said Rea
"One theory class
record songs and it's
gan.
in high 10 songs
through their recordings.
like
tho
se
'ba
nds
per album without
'
school and that was it
Sister Blue has performed
are nothing alike," he said.
for me," changing
Lander said that the music is
the way the guitar
thr
he says.
ee live shows since they
s
Bei
"ve
ng
rylistenable" and Veysey is
a musician means formed
sounded or the vocal
. Although they would pro
Together, the trio cre
reverb," never resting
ud ofthe fact that"you don't
ates a
on your laurels like to per
sound which may not
form more live gigs, have
fall into
to strain to listen to the
any strict music catego
music or the vocals.
ry such
as rock,jazz, or blues.
Lander, Veysey and Reagan
Reagan,Veysey,and Lan
say that performing and reder
describe their chemistry as
cording would be their ideal
'really weird." Although eac
way to make a living. While
h
brings with him a uni
the finfincial rewards can be
que
backround in music, musica
appealing, Veysey offers anl
training is butone element
other reason.
con- Reagan said. -I
t highlights the and
tributing to their sound.
"Anybody who has gotten
knowing where you want
tunes, but you almost
theyremain partial to
get ear- your music to
Other bands have had an
up
in front of an audience and
tak
e
the
listener.
'For me, I'd rather record.
effectcin theirsound...both posi fatigue," he said.
whose had a good response
Each listener is different
and Recording is creating. I
Avoiding this pitfall is one
tive and negative.
would from it....who wouldn't
of will get something
want
the goals of Sister Blu
diff
eren
t rather create a tune and call
e.
'We all grew up listenin
it to do that? Once you've done
fro
m
a
son
g.
Sist
g to
er
Blu
it
e, like- done. To practice it fift
Sister Blue attempts to
y times, you think 'God, I can
different kinds of music. Our
spice wise, has different
make
ideas about it really loses its
up the food. The spic
initial joy. It money from tha
e of the satisfying their
favorite bands would includ
t?' Although
audience while becomes ted
e music is especially
ious, said Reagan. we're doing
evident on preserving thei
The Replacements','Concrete
it
basi
cally for ourr
crea
tivi
ty.
Thorn," according to
Sister Blue would like to do sel
Veysey.
Blond,' and 'Steely Dan,ves
,
I'm
ide
jus
all
t
y,
tick
we'
led to death
d
rea
acch
a
point select lives shows and beli
"When you listen to Tho
cording to Reagan.
eves that we have a tape and
rn, where we'd write tun
I can
es
whi
you have the first song,
ch that the band market in Oro
"Sub- were optimally catchy
no say'Yeah. That's meon ther
Sister Bitie often attempts
e!'"
,
sin
gable is wide open. However,
stance Abuser," which is
they do
prob- and we'd still have
to practice the music and
As long as Reagan, Veysey,
something to not want to get
re- ably the most sing-son
to the point and Lander keep
gy. The it say. We've ach
cording techniques of their famaking music
ieved that to a where it bec
goes right into this jazzy
ome
s
routine for for themselves, the
thing, certain degree on this
vorite bands.Likewise,they try
y may very
tap
e.
It's
"Lazy Moment" Then an
people to see them.
almost certainly music whi
well be contributing to the ench is better
The group feels that they joy
ment of many other people.

Together the trio creates
a sound which may not fall in
to
any strict music cate
gory such as rock,jazz or blues.

Foster debuts as director

answers,come glimpses of vul
Foster prefers to save her
nerability. But they're rare.
emotionsforthescreen and says
"I think I was veryclear about
the tough but loving mother
this film,"said Foster, the 198
8 "Dede"in "Little Man Tate" is
a
Academy Award winnerfor best
side of her she rarely shows.
NEW YORK (AP) — The actr
ess, who also stars in the
"All she is is love," said Fossetting is an elegant suite at
story about a child prodigy, his
ter. "And she can be that way
the Ritz Carlton hotel but it
working-class mother and the
with her son only. In this hard
could be a lizture hall at Oxbrilliant psychologist whocomes
world there is this one person
ford. This is no ordinary interinto their lives.
she can love. Dede shows a difview with a movie star. Call it
"You'can't always tell actors fer
entside of myself.It's a place
a seminar with Jodie Foster.
what to do. You have to trust
I've never been before."
Make no mistake about it. you
r instincts and theirs. I told
Given Foster's extraordinary
Foster may be soft-spoken and the
m up front, if things aren't career,
which began soearly that
polite but she's firmly in con- goi
ng right, don't worry about itcannot
really beseparated from
trol,of the subject at hand: her
hurting my feelings."
her life, people assume thisstory
directional debut in the new
Feelings are not something of a lone
ly child genius must be
movie "Little Man Tate."
that Foster parts with easily in autobiog
raphical.
"I knew I wanted to direct for an
interview. At 28, she has
Foster says no. She also disyears,"said Foster,ofthe latest bee
n a wunderkind for the past missesthec
lichethatformerchild
addition to her long list ofcred- 25 yea
rs, ever since she made stars are rob
bed of their youth
its. 1 just didn't think I was
her acting debut in a and bec
ome troubled adults.
mature enough. But this story Copper
tone commercial at the
"I love it," Foster said flatly
came along and I felt it had the
age of three.
of
her years in commercials
real bones of something."
"I'm like anyone raised in and in reg
ular roles in such
F'oster's so in control that if the public
eye," she said from TV sitcoms as Th
e Courtship
you blink, you miss the fleeting beh
ind small horn-rimmed of Eddie's
Father' and
moments when her guard's glasses tha
t contribute to her "Mayberry RFD."
down. Between the fully com- schola
rly demeanor. "I'm ac"There weretimes whensome
pleted sentences, the literary cessible
only up to a point. I'm ofit wasa drag,like
the commerasides and the cerebral, politic used to
being psychoanalyzed." cials, but I never
hated it."
By Dana Kennedy
Associated Press Writer
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Holly Near returns to the University of Ma

Orono,Maine—SingerHolly
Near, who has used her voice
and many additional talents to
hoist the banner for human
rights, peace and other causes
through the years, returns to
the University of Maine on Saturday, Oct. 12.
Near, accompanied by pianist John Bucchino, takes the
stage for a public performance
at 8 p.m. in Hutchins Concer
t

Hall,Maine Centerforthe Arts,
presented by the Maine Peace
Action Committee at UM, National Organization for Women,
and Peace and Justice Centerof
Eastern Maine.Forticketinformation,call Karen A.Hartnagle
of Carmet at 848-5359.
Described as a pioneer ofthe
women's music movement,
Near is one of the few artists
who have successfully flouted

the top-40 music machine.She
has recorded 14 albums on the
Redwood Recordslabel,herown
company, and sold more than
1.5 million ofthem.To herfans,
she is a major star, a consummate entertainer who does not
rise and fall with the trends,
but who sustains her integrity
throughout the times.
Near,who has made several
previous appearances at UM,

in e

defends causes such as peace
activism, human rights in El
Salvador, the rights of people
with AIDS,and a woman's right
to choose. For these, she was
named a Woman ofthe Year in
1985 by Ms. magazine.
Herrecentaccomplisiunents
include an album, "Singer in
the Storm,"and an autobiography,"Fire in the Rain...Singe
r
in the Storm." And PBS has

presented a special portrait of
her life and work.
In addition,Near is continuing a stage,film and televisi
on
careerthat began more than
20_
years ago with major role
s in
George Roy Hill's "Slaughte
rhouse Five,"the Broadway production of "Hair," and Th
e
Partridge Family."
A nativeofUltiah,Calif.,Nea
r
now resides in Oakland, Cali
f.
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Bierstadt masterpiece found after 108 years
By Carl Hartman
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Albert Bierstadt's huge painting of Lake Lucerne in Switzerland, a work lost for 108
year*, will be seen ag'ain for
the Nat time at a major show
in the National Gallery of Art.
But it is not the painting of
the Swiss tourist attraction
for which the German-American artist is known. Rather,it
is his monumental paintings
of the American West, one of
which hangs in the Capitol. It
depicts the entry of the Spanish missionary, Junipero
Serra, into Monterrey, Calif.,

where he died in 1784.
Lake Lucerne"is Bierstadt's
masterpiece in the samesense
that it first showed his mastery of art. Returning from a
four-year stay in Europe, he
began painting in it 1857 in
New Bedford, Mass,on a canvas6feet by 10feet,the largest
he had ever used. His later
canvasses — several of the
Yosemite valley,among others
— are also large,and the one in
the capitol is the same size.
The painting emphasizes
the great peaks of the Alps
behind Lake Lucerne.The lake
itselfis in the middle distance,
with the village of Brunnen
and the fields around it. In the
foreground is a rutted dirt
road, shaded by trees.

Bierstadt favored golden
yellows and reds, leading the
eye from the sunlight in the
foreground to the mountain
peaks, surrounded by clouds.
His realistic style is stewhat romanticized.Some ritics of Bierstadt's time complained that the scene was
distorted butthe painter maintained that he was portraying
the emotion aroused by the
scene, not just reproducing it.
'The broad view ofthe artist
comprehends them all — hill
and valley, forest and ravine,
pastoral scene and rustic hamlet, limpid lake, towering
mountain and misty cloud,"
wrote the Boston Evening
Transcript at the time.
A month after it went on

Bread and Puppet Theatre

view at the National Academy
of Ilesign in New York the
artist,28 years old', waselected
an honorary member.
Nancy K. Anderson,co-curator ofthe present exhibit, wrote
recently: "Fli8 genius lay in his
ability to create iconic images of
the American wilderness."
In 1882the picture was sold
to an anonymous buyer. A relative of William Sunderland, a
shipping merchant of Essex,
'R.I., kept it in the same house
for 70 years. It was put up at
an estate sale in 1989.
A television reporter from
Providence, R.I., described it
by telephone to Linda S.
Ferber, chief curator of the
Brooklyn Museum and co-curator of this exhibit. She and

Anderson flew up for an inspection and found it in its
original foot-wide gilt frame.
It has been cleaned for its presentation atthe National Gallery, a process that made it
unavailable forthe show when
it was seen in Brooklyn and
San Francisco.
It was given to the National
Gallery in celebration of its
50th anniversary by Richard
M. Scaife, a Pittsburgh businessman, and his wife, Margaret R. Battle.
Anderson said in an interview thatshe hoped any attention it gets would turn up other
Bierstadt pictures in Europe.
"Bierstadt always said Europeans were his best customers," she explained.

from page V1

performance in Glover. At ated 'others. A
myth that genfirst, he didn't know what to erates new unde
rstanding and
expect, but said he enjoyed ways of being
that become the
the nature aspect ofthe event. healing salve
of resurrection.
He said that political state"Challenging the dominant
ments are made but that they myths ofsocie
ty,the radicality
are
done in "a fun way."
THEY DEyriopED
of puppet theater creates new
"If people go into the event mythologies
TO AEISOika through artistic
EPiPLOYED
.0:Lump
open-minded, it will affect celebrat
DISSENT
ion and lamentation.
NIAIIIERS To 44Atipit. obJEcTivery To if
them right off," Clyve said.
FOR oliR vOic,E5
APP siCRE
The organic content of perforBarbara Bazej, also a soci- mances
iNnUtesrs •
is essentially apolitiology major, said that she ex- cal
as political facades dissolve
pects controversy from reli- into
image,sound and silence
gious groups which might be reve
aling the fundamental isoffended by the "strong, criti- sues
of truth, a common hucal
look at Christianity and mani
\mug.
ty, and the interrelatedthe way it has been practiced
ness of all life," Warren said.
and the way it manifested itThe production is comself in the new world.
prised oftwo parts. "Part One:
"I have a feeling this will
The Inside Story" will be perdefinitely rattle some people,"
formed indoors at the MCA at
momAiib„..1
L4•••1, 1
Blazej said.
8:00 on Sept. 27. "Part Two:
"Telling the truth about the
The Outside Story," starts at
past500years is the beginning
A scene from an earlier Bread
2:00 pm on Sept. 29. Because
and Puppet Theatre producti
of
creating a new mythology; a of
on
in Glover, Vermont.
The company presents a differen
its content, part one is not
t view of Columbus'discovery of
mythology, conceived in the
the New World.
recommended for children
scar tissue of America's alienunder 14.
•I.
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MCA directors face new challenges

,•
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dents,w thesymphony would
provide scholarship assistance
to UMainestudentsand getpractice space in Lord Hall.
Oneofthe biggestchallenges
Olsen and Henderson face is
getting students to view new
programming and broaden
their appreciation of the arts.
"We try to reach students
through the comprehensive
fee," said Henderson.
"To get as many different
people to experience as many different things as possible—that's
a real challenge," said Olsen.
"It's so important to have a
well-rounded education,* said
Henderson.

"We interpret our mission
as to bring in artists from all
over the world," said Olsen.
Olsen and Henderson realize that-fftudent's tastes in music often range from pop and
heavy metal to rock and roll
bands which Olsen said are too
expensive to bring to the MCA.
An additional problem is that
many of these instrumental
groups do not book as far in
advance as the MCA schedules
their entertainers.
Many of these groups also
are at the top ofthe charts and
popular one momentand down
and out the next, Olsen said.
If the MCA booked a group

from page V1

whose popularity dropped significantly,for example,itcould
cause the MCA a huge loss in
ticket sales.
To acknowledge student interests, however,the MCA officials help studentorganizations
sponsor concerts.
"We do hold dates for TUB,
Off-Campus board, and they
do have the-opportunity , with
our help and assistance,to book
their own student-based performances in the concert hall.
"Our biggest challenge then
is to get people to try something ,use that comprehensive
fee, and try something they've
never tried before,"said Olsen. Big River was met with
enthusiastic response

at the MCA.
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•Rape awareness week

A living nightmare
To the editor:

covering my face? You just went
at it like I was a toy, disrega
rding
my feelings and mostly my wishes.
You thought you could turn the
blame on me: "You followed me
home,""You wanted to spend the
night." 1 let you do it, I took the
blame, why not? I already blamed
myself.
I kept praying though, that I
would see remorse or even a sign
you cared. But what I got were
cold,dark stares and cruel wrenching words.
After that I knew it must by my
fault; why else would anyone be so
cruel? I hated myself and cried a
lot and most of the time I just
wished I were dead.

asked you why it happened.
It's something I really need to
know.
You took advantage of someone who had too much to drink and
too little experience. You fed on
the fact that I trusted you, that I
liked you a little too much. Funny
how it happens though—now you
make me sick. I ask you why it
happened. God you hurt me so
much.
I've cried so much my eyes are
dry, my heart is empty, and I feel
alone. I didn't want to. I thought I
made it clear.
How many times did I have to
push you off while my hands were

The sight of you made me ill
and cringe with fear. I ask you is
that normal if I'd said yes?
You've become my living nightmare, the worst experience my
mind can't forget. I'm not only
haunted in my sleep but mostly
when I'm awake.
Why did it happen? I thought
I'd finally found someone special
I want you to know that soon I will
confront you. I am going to tell
you how I feel and what you did to
me.
If you think we made love.
you're warped. I'm sick of blani
ing myself and fearing you. Thai
wasn't sex at all— it was rape.
Name withheld

•From The Union steps

Opinion column not very professional
To the editor

.1'
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Witness Assistant Editor Melissa Adams' opinion piece (9/18),
One would hope that the main in which she display
s a professionnewspaper at a university with over alism and piercin
g clarity not found
10,000 students would have at elsewhere. Adams
' incessant pureditorial staff that shows a willing- suit of "understandi
ng"(and love
ness and interest to tackle head-on of the rainforest)does
not stop her
the tough international, national, from making at least five
footwear
local, and campus issues of the references, several clothin
g referday.Thank goodness we're blessed ences, as well as the relentl
ess
at the Orono campus to have such whining and blanket stereot
yping
a paper.
that is apparently critical to prop-

erly address the awful, dangerous,
and malicious crowding on the
Union steps.
Provincialism is a surprising
problem at centers of higher learning, but not here at UMaine! Adams makes clear she supports recycling and yet is still able to tackle the topic of the day in,dare I say,
a remarkably ecumenical fashion.
Everyone says she's a nice person,
and her leadership in the issue

shows(to this writer)that we are in
competent hands.
Being aspiring intellectuals, we
walk around as students first wondering exactly just what an insight
is, and then we wonder where to
get one. Torch in hand,the editorial staff at The Maine Campus is
there.
John Pilson
Orono

•Rape awareness week

Male bashing week
To the editor:
Have you hated a man today?
It's"Let's bash a man week,"folks,
so get out your clubs and start
beating. I,for one,am sick of it and
think that our side of the story
needs to be heard.
Proponents of Sexual Awareness Week seem to have several
basic premises:
I. Men are sex-crazed,lust-driven animals.
2. Men don't care about love,
affection,or friendship. All we need
is a really good orgasm.
3. When out on a date, our first
inclination is to tear off a girl's
clothes and attack her.
These points are hammered
home by propaganda and rhetoric
displayed atevery turn. This week,
these are speeches with titles like
"I know you said no but I thought
you meant maybe." Eye-catching
flyers like "Rape 101...You're in
for an education" are posted everywhere. The one thing that I was
most shocked at was the pamphlet
called"Acquaintance rape—is dating dangerous?" After being exposed to all of this brainwashing,
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Editorial policy

it's a wonder that women even
etters to the editor of the Maine Campus should be no longer than
leave their rooms.
250 words.
Letters should be typed or clearly written and include a name,addre
Now,I consider myself an averss and phone
age college student with a fairly
number.
good set of morals and values. I've
Guest columns must be arranged with the editor and be no longe
been on campus for more than two
r than 450
words.
years, and I'd say that most of the
men up here have the same sense of
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit all submissions
for length, taste
self that I do. I also think it's safe to
say we don't like being bumped in
with the deviant and perverted few.
Generalizations don't help,theyjust
make the problem worse.
•Racism column
So what can be done? Portraying men as drooling perverts definitely isn't the answer. It's just
offending and it creates paranoia. I
think low-key informative sessions
To the editor.
of not being able to walk to the ception—the only people who
would be far more helpful and far
laundromat without the fearofhav- want to hire me are those
who
Thank you for your enlighten- ing people scream obscenities at want
less obnoxious.
me to wipe tables and clean
Rape is certainly a problem that ing logic in your Monday.Septemdirty dishes...
needs to be addressed, but with a ber 16 column in The Maine Camof having a 3.72 GPA and winThank you, dear Mr. Michael
pus,explaining what is and what is ning a number of community ser- Reagan
scalpel, not a sledgehammer.
, for your sensitive, kind,
In conclusion, I'd like to leave not racism.
vice awards,yet not receiving help and above all, knowledgeabl
e
women with one thought. Be smart
Your tender words are a comfort for either my education or social words
about what is and what is
and be careful, but be realistic too. to me every time remind myself... service activities from my depart- not racism
. For!am sure that you,
Odds are that the guy who asked
of being shoved while using a ment...
too, everyday of your waking life,
you out this weekend is pretty nice. telephone on campus...
of having served as an admin- face the same difficulties
that its
Give him a chance.Paranoia solves
of being sane* in the face this istrator of one of the largest and victims
do.
nothing.
summer after being confronted by most prestigious arts festivals in
five white males several blocks the state, yet finding that, for
Michael Serizawa Brown
Bill Rietschel from home...
three years—almost without exGraduate Student

Racism is evident at UMaine
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CampusComics

•

Calvin and Hobbes

by

Bill Watterson

Doonesbury
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Family

from page 1

the Difference," 10 a.m.-1 p.m.. on the Mall.
Featuring displays, exhibits, activities,
booths,music and food demonstrationsfrom
125-150 student groups on campus,the fair
has become a staple of Family and Friends
Weekend.
"Students really come forward and support this tremendously,"Lucy said."It seems
to sell itself from year to year."
Lucy said the fair is a chance for student
organizations to recruit members and educate guests and parents on all of the activities and organizations available to students
on campus.
A fair of a different kind is scheduled for
Sept. 21 and 22, when more than 200 exhibitors make up the Antiques. Collectible and
Gift Market, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. in the Field
House, Memorial Gym.
For cultural and music-oriented activities, internationally known cellist Yo Yo
Ma will return for the third time to the Maine
Center for the Arts, this year bringing with
him Germany's Youth Orchestra, the lunge
Deutsch Philharrnonie, for an 8 p.m. perfo
rmance on Sept. 21.
Other cultural activities include the the
"Taava Miina Exhibition," displayed at
the
UMaine Museum of Art, and "By Nati
ve
Hands: Pottery, Baskets, Textiles and
Silvenvork of the Southwest," and "Sou
thwestern Celebration,"offered at the Huds
on
Museum.
For further information on even
ts
mentioned and a full schedule of
Family
and Friends Weekend activities,call
5811793.

Just
Read It.
The Maine Campus.

r
The Hair Hut and
Tanning Salon
Where You Get the Personal
Touc

47 Main Road, Milford, Maine
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827-6723
M-F 8-8, Sat 8-4
10%Student Discount
(exp. 12/31/91)
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•Computer donation

Donation from AT&T lets finance majors simulate NYSE
By Joe Sampson
Staff Writer

Advanced finance majors now have a
new learning tool at their disposal.
Recently A T & T donated $500,000
worth of computers to the University of
Maine which simulate speculative markets
such as the New York Stock Exchange.
The proposal to obtain the grant was
drafted and submitted by Robert Strong, associate professor of finance, and Virginia R.
Gibson, associate professor of management.
"When people (businesses)try to reduce
their risk in business, it is the speculators

(students)that take that risk in order to play
the (financial) game," Strong said.
Each student starts the semester with
$50,000 in "funds" for their computer simulation. The students are then allowed to
request trades in stocks and commodities,
which is processed by the computer.
The computer system keeps track of all
of each students transactions for the semester in their "portfolio". In addition to keeping track of the individual's transactions,
the system monitors all activities in the New
York and Chicago markets.
The information from the New York and
Chicago markets is beamed to the computer
cluster via satellite and is received by a dish

on the top of Stevens Hall.
Other information available to students
is stock information from around the world
as well as news stories and headlines globally. This enables the student to be aware of
activities that may shape the events of the
following day on Wall Street.
"We have developed a laboratory that
receives current information within ten minutes of the event," Gibson said.
Based on the information received by the
students,they are able to chart and graph the
performance of any stock or commodity on
the open market.
"Although the students are throwing darts
in the beginning of the semester,over halfof

them make money by the semester end,"
Strong said.
Because of the innovation displayed by
the design of the lab, it has been chosen as
one of the four finalists in the Decision
Sciences Institute national Instructional Innovation award.
The lab was also picked as one of the 100
best instructional technologies in the United
States in the Joe Wyatt Challenge. The challenge was sponsored by EDUCOM,a group
of higher education institutions that promote information resources.
The course is available to finance majors
every spring semester through the College
of Business.

•Financial advice

Credit card users should
consider options, expert says
DENVER(AP) — With banks lowering
their interest rates and credit card companies
engaging an all-out perks war, consumers
trying to maximize their retirement dollars
should take another look at their credit cards.
Although selecting the right credit card or
combination of cards is largely a matter of
income and lifestyle, Amy Howe, academic
associate at the Denver-based College for
Financial Planning, recommends five major
points to consider when re-examining your
credit cards or applying for new ones:
1. Inter t rate: Select a card with a low
interest rate, especially if you regularly carry an
outstanding balance. Most majorcreditcard cornpanieecharge from 15 percent to 19.8 percent.
You should also investigate local or small
banks that issue credit cards because their
interest rates often are lower. For instance,
Arkansas Federal charges 10.5 percent interest. One drawback to choosing a bank with
lower interest rates is the high volume of
applications they receive. Such banks are
selective and turn down many applicants.
2. Annual fee: Annual fees range from
$20 to $300,for some platinum cards;however, many credit unions and other organizations charge no annual fees. In addition to a
low annual fee, Howe suggests you choose a
card that does not charge interest on purchases paid for during the first billing cycle.
3.Perks: Today's credit cards can do a lot
more thanjust substitute for cash.Creditcards
now offer everything from a collision damage
waiver to frequent flier miles and emergency
roadside assistance.
If you enjoy traveling, you might want a
card that gives you frequent flier miles each

time you use it."But be aware that these extra
services can result in a higher interest rate or
annual fee," Howe says.
4. Credit Limit: While your initial response may be to choose the card that allows
the highest limit,Howe suggests you consider
what a potential liability the idea of unlimited
credit might be.If you regularly"max ouryour
credit card, you may want to find a card with
lower limit to help you control spending.
5. Affinity Cards: Basically, they work
by giving a small percentage ofeach charge to
the affinity group, which can be anything
from the Environmental Defense Fund to the
Elvis Presley Memorial Foundation. But you
pay a high price for it. These cards generally
carry higher interest rates and annual fees.
Howe says you might be better off obtaining
a cheaper card and sending a check to the
organization of your choice.
One way of getting the convenience of a
credit card without the potential liability of
unlimited credit is to apply for a debit card. A
debit card falls somewhere between an Automated Teller Machine card, which enables
you to draw money from your accounts, and
a credit card, which allows you to charge
items to an unseen Iine ofcredit.Itemscharged
on a debit card are paid for out of your
checking or savings account. This is a simple
tactic to help you control spending that still
gives you the convenience of a credit card.
"Credit cards can be a great convenience
and help you manage the flow ofcash,as well
as be a life-saver in times ofemergency,"says
Howe. "However, you should always exercise caution and avoid using them to live
beyond your means."

HAVE A STURDY,PROFESSIONALLY
CONSTRUCTED & INSTALLED Lovr IN YOUR
ROOM IN ONE HOUR!

PINE LOFT BUILDERS
ADDS OVER 100 CUBIC FEET OF SPACE TO YOUR ROOM!
Enough to make room for that desk, computer, fridge, stereo or couch.

• Easy to assemble and disassemble. Can be used for all 4 years
of college (even more if you find it necessary.)
•Can easily support over 1,000 lbs.
• Will not squeak (under any circumstances.)
• Gives your room a sense of class, individuality and comfort.
• Keeps your slobby friends off your bed.

$

Only

I

If KNCYTTYBED installs for you.

per loft

\

$69

for two

(per loft)

• KNOTrYBED GUARANTEE •
If you are not satisfied with the quality or workmanship of your loft bed,
simply return the materials for a FULL MONEY-BACK REFUND.
If you would like more information
or would like to see some photos of the more than 300 lofts already Metalled, call:

866-0426

Dreams For Sale.

You know that new mountain bike you've been dreaming about? Yeah, you know the one. Your roommate just
got one, your little brother got one and everyone that whizzes past you on your way to class reminds you that you're still
trudging to cL-1 when you should be tearing up the grass on the Mall. Your dream just got a little cheaper:

was
$589
1991 GT Tachyon
$434
1991 Jamis Exile
$584
1991 Jamis Diablo
1990 Bridgestone MB3 $719

now
$499
$414
$550
$579

ROSE
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BIKE
866-3525 • 36A Main Street • Orono, Maine
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•Environmental news

Group proposes ban on developmen

t in Maine woods

BANGOR (AP) — An environm
ental lands for traditional uses
rather than focus- to compensate land
group proposed a plan Thursday
owners for these rights said, "over 100,000 acres of
to ban ing on where the boun
productive
dary line is. What we they're taki
development on millions of
ng away since they're saying forest were converted to vacation
acres of would hope is that
lots and
the
commission would you can't buil
Maine's North Woods and restr
d here?" Voight said.
ict the area endorse the concept
miles of waterfront on our finest rive
rs and
and
then focus on where
to timber harvesting, public recr
Johnson said most ofthe area envisioned lakes were developed, and
eation and the boundary shou
the
end
is
ld
be,"
noshe added.
wildlife habitat.
for protection have been managed as com- where in sight."
The land use commission is star
The Natural Resources Council
ting the mercial timberlands for generati
of Maine process of revising
ons. "We
She said the number of building permits
its comprehensive plan, don't see
unveiled its plan to create a Nort
that there is a significant economic issued by the land use comm
h Woods which sets policies
ission has risen
for regulating Maine's hardship
Conservation Area — where cons
to the landowners."
truction vast unorganized
from about 200 a year in the early 1980s
terri
torie
s.
to
ofresidential subdivisions woul
She also said the council's proposal calls last year's total 900.
d be banned
of
She also said that in
The council presented its prop
— during a public hearing befo
osal
in
a
for
acco
mpan
ying the creation of the con- 1982, 16 acres of land in the
re the Land series of public
hearings the commission servatio
unorganized
Use Regulation Commission.
n area with an expansion of area territories were subdivid
has been holding to take suggesti
ed
for
buil
ding lots.
ons for its where development woul
The group is calling for the cons
ervation plan, which last was
d be permitted.
Between 1985 and 1990, from 300
revised in 1983.
acres to
area to be created in the majority
"This is a plan designed to direct - not 500 acre
of Maine's
The proposal follows a federal
s a year were converted to residenunorganized territories governed
bill to limit - residential developm
by the com- protect forests
ent in the North tial subdivision lots, she said.
throughout the Northeast that
mission,an area covering 10.5 mill
Woods," Johnson said. "The key is to preion acres. has drawn stiff oppo
"It's scattered throughout the Nort
sition from a landown- vent scat
These wildlands stretch from Main
h
tered unplanned developmentfrom Woods and that
e's west- ers' rights group.
's our concern." she said.
ern mountains to far northern
destroying the character of the region."
Maine and
"We believe there's plenty of room i
At a hearing in Bangor in July on
into Washington County in east
the
for
11.S.
That type of development already has grow
ern Maine. Northern Forest
th and development in the North Woods,
Lands Act, the proposal begu
"What we're talking about is
n,she said,and the LORC must act now
approxi- was praised as a way
but that it should occur in targeted plan
to save a national to control
mately half the state of Mai
ned
it.
ne." said treasure and deno
loca
tions instead of wherever a develope
unced as a step toward
Catherine Johnson, a staff atto
r
"Corporate takeovers, land speculators
rney for the turning northern
decides he wants to put a subdivision.
Maine into a wilderness and
Natural Resources Council.
"
othe
r
econ
omic
forc
es threaten the chartheme park.
Under the council's proposal, the conThe group's proposal doesn't
acter of the North Woods and its
specify
time
Robe
serv
rt
ation area would be reserved for timVoig
ht, president of the Maine hono
where the conservation area shou
red traditions," Johnson said.
ld be or Conservation Righ
man
ber
agement and harvesting and wild
ts Institute and an oppohow large an area it should enco
In the building boom of the 1980s,
mpass.
nent of the federal bill, said
she
life
habi
tat.
Thursday he
"We don't have a specific numb
er, but would have to stud
y the Maine proposal
we think they should look at the
entire area befotr deciding
whet
her to oppose it.
and use sound planning principl
es to decide
But
he
said
:
"My
basic question on this
where development should be,"
Johnson would be who's goin
g
to come up with the
said."Our expectation is. if they
go through money to buy thes
e
land
rights? What they're
that process, we should he left with
an area doing, in effect, is
zoni
ng in this big soof 7 million to 9 million acres."
called area. They're drawing
a green line
"We did not present a map with
out pro- around the area and
saying, "You can't
posal for a specific reason. We want
people develop it."
to focus on 'the idea of pres
erving forest
"TThis is all private land: Are they
going

Have you ever put goldfish crackers
(ear voggles)in your ears? It make
s
everything sound really funky.
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Rape Awareness Week

Link between alcohol
Martial arts training
and rape shown in lecture he
lps women fight back
By Sean Campbell

lie is concerned that young
men today By Mike
McLaughlin
may not be able to recognize
studies and athletics for college students,
it, and that they Volu
ntee
r
Writer
are goaded on at parties to "...
Barker explained.
A lecture, full of statistics
pursue women
and inspired by to get
He said the concentration and awareness a
laid." A "score" by the rapist is congr
Rape and Sexual Assault
at"No,"she says, yet his advance continues.
Awareness Week, ulated
person achieves from karate can also be very
with a pat on the back. It make
titled Booze Blues: The
s great One by one he begins to force
Sobering Affects of locker
fully rip open beneficial in the classroom.
room conversation and boosts
Alcoholand Rape, was prese
the
oft- the buttons of her shirt. Once again she
nted Wednesday times
pleads
fragile ego of a young male, Dana
Along with mental training, Barker emat the Memorial Union.
said. with him to stop, but he does not.
Sudd
enly
,
phasi
Rejec
zes the importance of training the body.
tion
to
his
sexua
l advances may be she clenches her
The lecture by Dr. Robert Dana
hands tightly behind his head
discussed interpreted as an
"Strength and flexibility"are the two main
affront and damage his self and pulls
several startling statistics.
his head to her knee, viscously physi
esteem. When alcohol is added to
cal goals Barker encourages his stuStatistics and more statistics. Do
this confu- smashing and breaking his nose.
they go in sion, it can be
dents
to strive for.
explo
sive.
one ear and out theother?Dothey
All potential rapes do not end this way.
have any real
"For
In
his 20 years of teaching on the UMaine
some
reaso
n,
male
(student)athletes are Most sexual assaults
significance in our lives? If you'r
end with the woman as campus,Barker said
e a female overly repre
sente
he has been pleased with
d
in
gang
student at the University of Main
rapes," Dana said.
the only victim. However, this fact could
e, here are
the
He
amou
said
nt
of
stude
nts
that
that have attended,but
may
he
due
in part to environ- change if more wome
some statistics that may be very
n were as prepared to encourages more
significant.
mental circumstances. The
to
give
it a try. He especially
young men are deal with sexual assaults
Dr. Dana, Director of Substance
like the woman in %Nould like to see more
Abuse together in a large
wome
n attend because
ly
unsup
ervised capacity, the preceding scenario.
Services at Cutler Health Center,
discussed and most campus
presently, women account for only about 30
rapes
occur
at fraternity
information from a three year study
The outcome of a conflict is many times
appearing houses and dormitorie
percent of the classes.
s where many athletes predetermined
in Ms. magazine. Conducted with
in the preparation for that con7,000 stu- gather, along with
Barker said after three or four months of
women and alcohol.
dents at 35colleges and universities,the
flict. One way to be prepared for conflicts
study
train
ing in karate, a woman could greatly inThe pressure on a young man from
found a high correlation between alcoh
his such as rape is through martial arts train
ol and peers to have sex is
ing.
creas
e her chances ofdefending herselfagainst
high. It often translates
sexual assault - 90 percent of campus
University of Maine students need not go
rapes into sexual aggression, with
a sexual assault,as well as increase her chances
a woman as the very far to take advantage
involve the use of alcohol.
of what the world of avoiding a rape situa
target, Dana said.
tion altogether.
Eighty percent of all rapes occur on
of martial arts has to offer. Karate classes are
colBruce Barker's karate lessons are held
Hesaid there must be a change in the
value taught twice a week at LengyelGy m by
lege campuses, and 90 percent of all
fourth every Tuesday and Thursday,6 p.m.
victims systems of young men.
to 7:30
They need to learn degree black belt Bruc
know their assailant. The crime gener
e Barker.
ally better communication,relat
p.m. for beginners and 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
ionsh
ip
skills
and
occurs on the first or second date, and
Barker has been training in karate for over
only intimacy evaluation.
for advanced in the Archery Range of
25 years and has been teaching classes on
five percent of the victims report the rape.
Lengyel Gym.
Dana sees education as the light at the end
campussince 1970.Shotokan(Japanese),Tae
Rape makes up seven percent ofall viole
Today at 2 p.m.,as part of rape awareness
nt of a very dark tunnel. He said
the school Kwon Do(Korean), and Kung Fu (('hi
crimes committed in this country. Ever
nese) week, a women's self defense lectu
y six systems are being called upon to
re and
fill another are the three major martial arts
minutes a rape Occurs, but the percentage
that Barker skills demonstration will be given
is role in our disintegrating societyby
black
the
paren
t.
focuses on in his lessons.
much higher on college campuses.
belt Tracey Smith at the Bangor Lounge,
"This is as hopeful an outcome as I can get
"Karate provides a good balance between
Dana said the underlying issue is the ineMemorial Union.
to," Dana said.
quality in the socialization of men and wome
n
Dwight Rideout, Dean of Student Servicin our culture.
Look for The Maine Campus entertainmen
es, agreed that young men need to learn how
t pages,
"The general socialization of men and
to communicate on a more equal level with
fea
tur
ing
:
Lun
ch,
Calvin and Hobbes, Doonsbury,
women is unequal. Yung men are encourwomen.But he was unsure if an already overaged to dominate," he said.
Mot
her
Goo
se
and
Grimm, Shoe,The NYT crossword,
taxed school system is an available means to
"No means No! Everything I say today achie
ve this.
your horoscope and more.
hingeson this. Failure to recognize this means
The lecture was poorly attended, with only
rape,"Dana said at the opening of the lecture.
11 people in the audience. None were men.
Beginning next week.
Volunteer Writer

Take Your Computer
Evermwhere You Go!
The Liiker IBM PC4: The alternative to a
laptop $239. The wordroocessor with Spelling
Checker and Lotus compatible Spreadsheet let you
take the two most popular personal productivity
tools anywhere. Base unit has 32K of memory. PC
1.1
'.•
Tools Desktop software and cable included for easy
MIR
••••11
file transfer to and from your IBM. Also built in to
PC4 are Expense Account Manual, Appointment
ook, Telephone Direstory, Alarm Clock, Personal File, Calculator
and more.
AC adaptor included. Now available. For an upgrade to 128K add $35.
'The Perfect Notebook Computer" --PC Home Journal(Apr

iVMay '91)

The Laser MAC PC4: New Portable Computer for Mae $239. Two
pounds. Four line screen. The new Laser PC4 transfers information to and
from a Mac(or prints directly to a parallel or serial printer). Includes cables
for Mac interfacing and to an Imagewriter for direct printing. Word
processor, spell check, telephone directory, Lotus compatible spreadsheet,
appointment book, expense account module, personal file, calculator, alarm
and more are all built in. Includes AC adaptor. 32K SRAM expands to 128 K
fi)r S35 extra.

MEET ME AT
•

I)ARKRO0MS
Develop Your Film at the Union!
$10 User Fee per Semester including free
chemicals and instructions.
See Chris at the darkroom, 3rd floor of
The Union, or Tuesdays and Thursdays
12:30 - 1:30 and Wednesdays 9:00 - 11:00

Open Monday - Friday,
8:00 to 5:30
Saturday
11:00 to 5:00
Hundreds ofdiscounted games,
productuity programs in stock
forMac, ULM Apple & GS
Call or stop byfor yourfree
discount campus catalog

-only 1 milefrom campus
33 Pond Street, Orono - 866-7093
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StateNews

• Prisoners are bored at Thomaston State Prison
• Maine teens may be hit hard by new labor laws
• State supreme court upholds limit on liquor liability

•Prison

.„
Convicts in state prison are bored„
Denma oars

•Rising cost of insurance

Aetna to drop Maine
auto insurance

THOMASTON, Maine (AP) —
If inThe situation in the segregation
mates in the administrative segregation
unit is
Magnusson and his boss, Corrections
unit at markedly different now
adays than what ex- Commissioner
Maine State Prison were out of cont
Donald L. Allen, praise the
rol the isted in March 1990,
when Richardson was security
night Larry Richardson hanged
BANGOR (AP) — About 8,500 Main
force - 187 people in a prison that
18 months found hanged by
a bedsheet in his cell there. hold
ago, convicts who live there now say
abou
s
t
450 inmates - as dedicated and ers will be affected when Aetna Life and
boreAn
inma
te
who
shar
ed
the
cell with Rich- quick to respond
dom reigns.
Casualty Co. Pulls out of the auto
to genuine threats to
ardson, Roger L.Smith,is on trial
mobile
for murder mate's safety.
"I hate this place,"said Lee Thurlow,
insu
rance business in Maine.
a 29- in that case. In testimony
1
in
Supe
rior Court in
year-old from South Portland who is
However, they stress there are many idle
Aetna stopped writing new policies
winding Rockland,other pris
in
oners have said Richard- threats and
up a three-year term for cocaine
that
Mai
the
ne in July and plans to stop renewing
prisoners in administrative
trafficking. son was beaten and
sent
ence
d
to
die
during an segregation are among
Thurlow,reclining on his bunk in his
the most troublesome. existing policies in November.
locked inmate-run kangaroo
court because he had
cell, is due to be released from pris
'Th
ese
peop
le
"This is part of a country-wide stra
aren't here because they
on in Notegy
vember. He expects to stay in segr
slap
ped
som
ebo
redu
dy
to
with a ruler in Sunday
ce the size of our personal automoegation for
the rest of his time, mainly as disc
school," said Allen.
bile business," said company spokes
ipline for
man
infractions that include assaulting
Loca
ted
on
the
Mar
third
y DiLeo.
a guard.
floor at the western
"I don't see how anybody could
end of the prison complex,the administrati
Maine is one of 25 states in which Aetn
become
ve
a,
endangered up here," he said of
segr
egat
ion
unit
inm
the
is
nation's largest publicly owned insurrese
ate at Thomaston
his fellow
rved mainly for two
segregation inmates. "You're mor
types of inmates: those who are being disci
e or less
- ance company, is withdrawing from the
secluded from everybody else. You'
plin
ed
and
thos
e
who
cann
re locked
ot safely be placed personal auto insurance market.
down 23 out of 24 hours a day.
in the general population because they
"
Aetna has fewer than 10,000 customer
might
molested a young girl.
s
In an identical cell down another
esca
pe
or
atta
ck
some
in
each
one.
of the
of the states and will concentrate its
The most significant change, whic
four locked corridors,Ed Bahr hold
h
was
In all, there are 31 cells. Four sections
s a similar not implemented until
, efforts in the 15 to 20 states where it has the
two months after Rich- each seal
view. He reminisces about other
ed by a heavy steel door, branch most policy holders, DiLeo said
penal institu- ardson's death but
.
which prison officials in- from
tions where he has served time
a central guard station staffed by
- prisons in sist had been plan
Mainers who have auto insurance thro
bened
ugh
several months before- tween two
New Jersey and his home state of
and four guards at any given time. Aetna will be notified by the
Florida and hand,was a policy that
company at
limited the population The most
"a whole bunch"ofcounty jails - and
secure section, consisting of three least 30 days before thei
he longs in the administrative segr
r policies expire.
egation unit to one cells rese
to be transferred back.
rved
for the most dangerous in- DiLeo said. Some local agents
inmate per cell.
already have
"This is one of the most mellow
mates, receives no natural light.
begun to notify their customers.
prisons I
Prev
ious
ly,
beca
use
of
the crowding that
was ever in in my life," he told an
The cells measure about6 by 7 feet.
Associated continues to plague
Aetna set aside $78 million in the seco
Each
the state prison system, one has
nd
Press Reporter who visited the segregat
two doors - a barred interior door and, quarter of this year
ion unit inmates in segregation
to
cove
r
bad
mort
were
gage
routinely forced a few feet awa
this week_ 'This is like college, mor
y, a solid steel door that opens loans and real-estate writedow
e or less." to dou ble up. When
ns. Its profits
Richardson was killed,45 into a
Bahr,a hulking man with intense
small common area. Each cell is visu
eyes and convicts were being
slipped by 22 percent to $160 million.
alhous
ed
in
the 31-bed ly isolated from the
a bushy black beard, was shirtless,
other cells.
exposing a unit. The population at
Earlier this year,the company announce
times had reached 55,
d
torso blue with tattoos. Easily his
l'he steel doors usually remain open
most notice- said Warden Martin
it
was
cutting 2,600 employees, or 5.5 per;
they
Magn
usso
n.
able feature is the spider web
are closed only to protect certain
tattoo that
inmates cent of its domestic work force.
Now,when the head count approach
surrounds his right eye.
es the from being harmed by ene
my prisoners who
maximum, prison officials make
room by may be outside in the
The 28-year-old Bahr, who is serv
common are* said the
ing for transferring inmates to
the medium-security prison's secu
robbery, said he misses the raci
rity chief, Nelson Rile.
ally divided Maine Correctional
Center in South Windham,
gangs common in prisons elsewher
Furnishings are spartan; a bunk,a
e.
Magnusson said.
toilet, a
"You have the Mexican mafia,
sink
and a light. Television sets and radi
then you have
Whet
os are
her
guards in the segregation unit
the Puerto Ricans.Then you have the
banned, but library books are avai
whites and could have prevente
labl
e.
dRichardson's death, as
then you have the blacks,and then
Inmates are allowed outside their
things happen Smith's attorney
cells only
contends, remains unclear. for
from there," he said.'Thisjail don't
about one hour a day,and they rema
have none of Prison officials brist
in locked
le at the charge but, under insi
that I'd rather be in that environm
de their section at all times.They are
ent"
orders from the attorney gene
released
ral's office, from their cells indi
Maine's only maximum-security
vidually or in groups of as
prison, make only general com
ments about the case many as four
he said with a chuckle,"is too mell
and may use the time to exercise in
ow for me
while the trial is in progress.
the common area or take a shower.

"This is like college.,
"

Stay tuned for
more exciting
tidbits in this
space.
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Memorial Gym
Memorial Union
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Jenness Hall
Stewart Commons
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Little Hall
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Murray Hall
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•Child labor law

Maine teens could face shorter wo

AUGUSTA, Maine(AP) — Changes
in
Maine'schild labor law take effect
next month
and could lead to shorter work
hours for
thousands of teen-agers or even
cost some of
them their jobs, business officials
say.
Beginning Oct. 9, teen-agers who
are 16
or 17 will be limited to working no more
than
20hours a week when school is in sessi
on,and
may not work before 7 a.m.or after 10
p.m.on
days before school days.
Another provision of the new law, which
would affect dropouts, 16-year-olds
cannot
he employed during the hours public
schools
are in session.
Under present law, only youngsters under
16 are restricted in the hours they may
work.
They also must get work permits from
school
authorities.
The operators of fast-food restaurants and

large grocery stores said the
changes could hurt
their operations because they
often use high
school students as closing and
cleanup workers.
One chain, Rustler's Steak
Houses, already has advised its six franc
hised outlets to
lay off all persons younger than
18 - about 70
percent teen-agers - before the
law takes effeet because it doesn't want to
run the risk of
violating the law and getting fined.
But school officials are applauding
some
of the law changes.
Waterville Schools Superintendent
Albert Hall says the new law provi
des tighter
criteria for issuing work permits
to students
under age 16.
"Those who want work permits canno
t be
truant and they must be passing the
majority
of their courses. Those are chang
es I'd agree
with," Hall said, because they give
schools

rking hours

more leverage in forcing students to pay
attention to their studies.
Carl Sanford, executive director of the
Maine Restaurant Association,said the addition of the under-18 rules to the law came as
a surprise because the Legislature was working on making Maine law conform to federal
rules on employing minors,
"All of a sudden, there it was," Sanford
said. "It's causing quite a bit of confusion,
and I've had a lot of calls from members as
the implementation time gets nearer."
Burger King and McDonald's restaurants,
he said,"are making changes in their operalions to deal with this, so they won't get
caught in violations or have to pay fines."
The Hannaford Bros. Co., which often
uses teen-agers as cashiers and for carry-out
between 10 p.m. and 11 p.m. at it&Shop 'N

Save supermarkets, said the changes will effeet its operations.
"We're concerned about the impact, very
concerned,"said Rick Anicetti ofHannaford's
human resources department at its headquarters in Scarborough.
"I've sent a letter to all our Maine store
managers to see what hours the associates
affected by the law are working. We won't
know how to respond until we see how big an
impact it will have on us."
But Anicetti said,"We may have to shuffle
hours and staffing to avoid having the teens
work that laterhour,and we may have to reduce
their hours if the rescheduling can't be worked
out, or if it affects other people's schedules."
Teen-agers who ordinarily work from 6
p.m.to II p.m. may instead work only until 10
p.m. under the rescheduling, he said

•Liquor liability law

1

State supreme court upholds liquor liability

cap

PORTLAND (AP) — A divided state
But the Legislature limited the amount plegi
c after he was pushed into a swimming him a parap
supreme court Thursday upheld the const
legic.
i- of non-medical damages that could be award
- pool during a party.
tutionality of a $250,000 limit on damages
In his lawsuit, Peters challenged the coned to $250,000 because insurance compaEdward Peters used the Liquor Liability stitutionali
for successful lawsuits brought under
ty of the cap on damages and
nies said businesses that sell alcohol woul
d
Act
to sue Scott Saft, Kershaw Powell and other eleme
Maine's Liquor Liability Act.
nts of the law.
not be able to afford liability insurance
if Richard Whitmore over the events of the
The liability law was passed by the
But the Maine Supreme Judicial Court
there were unlimited damages.
party July 26, 1987, at Powell's home.
Legislature in 1986 to make bartenders and
Thursday rejected all of those challenges in
In December 1990, however, Kennebec
Peters contends Salt served alcohol to a 4-2 rulin
others who serve liquor responsible for
g. Justices Caroline Glassman
County Superior Court Justice Donald Al- Whit
more when he was visibly intoxicated and David Rober
what happens to customers and liable for
ts said they favored overexander ruled that the damages cap was and
that Whitmore pushed him into the turning the lower
injuries caused by an intoxicated person uncon
court ruling, but dissented
stitutional in a lawsuit filed by a Wa- shallow end
of the swimming pool. Peters on the grounds that
they have served.
the case posed no valid
terville man who alleges he became a para- suffe
red a serious spinal cord injury that left constitutional
issues.
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•Power failure

1991

AT&T says alarms for pow

er shorted,ingored for hours

By Christopher Sheridan
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK (AP) — An
AT&T power
failure that brought New Yor
k's airports to a
standstill and disrupted long
-distance service
occurred after alarms went unh
eeded by techniciansfor six bolus,the teleph
one company says.
The alarms were warning that
a switching
center that handles commun
ications for the
Federal Aviation Administr
ation was running on batteries; before AT
&T could fix the
problem, the batteries ran out
and the system
crashed, AT&T said.
The failure Tuesday - the
third major
shutdown of AT&T long-d
istance in New
York City in less than two
years - brought

demands for a backup system
for the nation's
air traffic control network.
The FAA said it would meet wit
h the phone
company today to prevent a
recurrence.
Hundreds offlights from the
metropolitan
area's three major airports
were delayed and
long-distance calls into and out
of New York
were disrupted. The effects
rippled through
the country, with airports
in Philadelphia,
Boston, Chicago, Los Angele
s, Atlanta and
Minneapolis - St. Paul rep
orting delays.
"If you don't run the operat
ion right,you're
going to have a problem," he
said.
The failure occurred afte
r Consolidated
Edison asked AT&T to
switch to its own
power supply because hot
weather was putting a drain on the utility.

•Animal rights

But power rectifiers, devices that are
sup- have twen discovered had emp
loyees folposed to change AT&T from AC
to DC, lowed procedure, Nacchio said
. "After the
failed, and the station began run
ning on bat- power is switched,you have to
walk there and
teries,the phone company said. For
six hours, see that it's operating. Our peo
ple did not do
AT&T didn't know the batterie
s had kicked that step," he said.
in, Nachio said.
Critics asked why there was no
backup in
Visual and audio alarms went off
on a place for the vulnerable air traffic
control system.
console at AT&T's substation in
New York
"A single point failure should not
be capahut went unheeded, he said.
ble of bringing down the majority
of the
"If anyone heard them and whethe
r any- FAA'scommunication capahiI
ities,"said John
one responded to them, that's
what we're Mawr, a spokesman for
the Air Line Pilots
investigating," Nacchio said.
Association.
The rectifier problem was eventuall
y disThe failure shut down com
covered, but there was only
munica20 minutes of tions between air traf
fic control centers
power left in the batteries, and
they soon ran for LaGuardia and Ken
nedy airports in
out, AT&T said.
New York and Newark Internati
onal AirThe problem with the rectifie
rs would port in New Jersey.

Animal rights groups cr

iticize selling ofzoo anima

By Brigitte Greenberg
Associated Press Writer

SAN DIEGO (AP) — An
International
animal protection organizat
ion charges that
zoos nationwide sell surplus
animalsto ranches
where people hunt them for
sport.
Lisa Landres, spokeswoman
for the Los
Angeles-based Friends of Ani
mals,said Tuesday that many zoos have put
aside ethics to rid
themselves of unwanted ani
mals that aren't
members of endangered spe
cies.
The charges come as 1,300 zoo
directors,

curators and educators meet
this week in San
Diego for a national conferenc
e ofthe American
Association ofZoological Par
ks and Aquariums.
"In our opinion,the Zoo com
munity, who
brought these animals into the
world, should
be held accountable for thei
r fate," Landres
said at a news conference."Ev
ery major zoo
in the country is either con
tributing to the
problem or turning their back
on it."
Zoo officials say the sale of
surplus animals is not illegal and is a com
mon method of
controlling animal popula
tions.
Landres,a former keeper at the
San Diego

LSAT
GMAT
G E

Zoo, focused her comments
on her former
employer and its affiliated
San Diego Wild
Animal Park. The ZOO hou
ses about 3,800
animals and the wild animal
park houses
about 2,300 animals.
Landres alleged that both eng
aged in the
unethical sale of animals on
several occasions, and suggested a zoo
boycott.
The MO acknowledged that it
did err in two
instances cited by Landres.
Spokesman Jeff
Jouett said the 7,00 would CPacP
to do business
with the operators involved
in those cases.
"I'm shocked and disappoin
ted," he said.

s*--,

THE TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL
FAMILY & FRIENDS W
EEKEND
SEPTEMBER 20, 21, 22
Families and friends of the
university can choose from
a wide variety
of programs including:
• Organizational Fair on
the Mall
• President's Welcome and
UMaine Football game wit
h
UMass
• Maine Center for the
Arts
performance ofJunge Deu
tsche
Philharmonic with Yo-Yo
Ma
• Open Houses around
campus
• The Hudson Museum
's
Southwestern Celebration
• Antiques, Collectibles
, and Craft
Market in the Field Hou
se
• Taava Miina Exhibi
tion at the
Museum of Art
• Special opening ded
ication of
the
Doris Twitchell Allen
Village
•
()Maine Varsity Baseball
and
Men's And Women's Soc
cer
Games
• Imagination Throug
h Hypnosis
in Hauck Auditorium
Lobster Feast sponsored
by the
Men's Varsity Swim Tea
m
• Free Movie featur
ing Dances
with Wolves

I klri l li t).12.,\.,)\‘.

STANLEY H. KAPL

Is Take Kaplan Or Take

AN

Your Chances

starting now
for December and (January
exams!

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST

"I'm glad it was pointed out to us.
"
He said the zoo moved Tuesda
y to buy
back Dybowski Sika deer that
a Texas hunting ranch bought for breeding pur
poses.
Jouett described Landres as a
disgruntled
formeremployee who"played fasi
and loose with
the facts" in many of the other cas
es she cited.
Selling animals for gaming spo
rts is contrary to the zoo association's
ethics code, he
said, and 700 policy forbids ani
mal sales to
hunting ranches or anyone who
associates
with them. Jouett said such sale
s happen by
mistake, but rarely.

You're invited to attend

Test Your Best
( I,

ls

Plan to he a part iji
siwiirtl 1'11161,i. fradit

imi iwtt7I loric; rem
ember.'

For s.peLitic details

about the programs,
contact
anizations, Memorial
Union 581-1793
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• Black Bears let one slip away; tie

with URI 2-2

• Women gear up for number two

Keene State

• Carl Smith a key vs Minutemen
•Men's Soccer

UMaine plays to disappointing 2

2 tie

By Jeff Pin kham

Senior midfielder Todd Sniper collected
the rebound and sent a shot over the outstretched Maguire for the goal.
The I Iniversity of Maine soccer team lost
Dyer said he was pleased with the play of
two one-goal leads and came away with
a his two first-year forwards, Zimmerma
n and
disappointing 2-2 tie with the University of
Gartenbmeker.
Rhode Island Wednesday.
"I'm fairly pleased with their play," said
The two-overtime tie moved ()Maine's
Dyer."Zimmerman had a great assist and he
record to I -2- I. The Rams also slipped to
an had a chance to score a goal in the overti
me.
identical mark.
They just have to step it up defensively and
The tie left UMaine Coach Jim Dyer,who
adjust to the speed of the college game."
is one win short of his 100th career victor
y,
URI picked up its offensive play after the
feeling very frustrated.
Black Bear's goal, and tied the game after
a
'That's an understatement," said Dyer.
miscue by UMaine goalie Seb D'Appolonia.
'Butt guess it's the right result for the way we
D'Appolonia misplayed the ball in the air
played. We played well but then played some
and the ball was kicked out of bounds,settin
g
poor defense and gave the game away."
up a URI corner kick.
URI Coach Ed Bradley was a little happier
On the play, URI's Brian Bradley cenwith the game's outcome.
tered a low pass which Brian0'Haver knock
ed
"I think this is a character builder for the
home to the near post at 27:54.
team to come back twice and come away with
The two teams then played the rest of the
a tie," he said. "I thought both teams played
half and two 15 minute overtimes, scoreless.
good soccer and I'm pleased to ha ve the tie. It
The Black Bears had the best opportunity
will make the ride home a little shorter."
to score in the overtime when Zimmerman
The Black Bears got the early lead in the
took a pass from Charles and blasted a shot
game on Jason Charles' first goal of the
which bounced off the near post.
season. Charles took a pass from first-year
"It's a game we very easily could have
player ChipZimmemian and beat Ram goalie
won, we just made some mistakes that cost
Patrick Maguire at 15:39 of the first half.
us," said Dyer. It's kind of disappointing."
The Ramscame right back,tying the score
Soccer Notes:
at 23:48 on a goal by Brian Bradley. Chris
I Maine plays its first North Atlantic ConSimon assisted on the play.
ference game Sunday at AlumniField agains
t
UMaine dominated play early in the second Bosto
n University. Game time is 1 p.m.
half, and got back its one-goal lead at 36:40.
The Terriers are one ofthe favorites to win
Senior back Gary Crompton set up the
the NAC this season, and are led by Dyer'
s
play with a nice pass toZimmerman,who was
former assistant coach Brian Doyle.
streaking down the right side. Zimmerman
Senior back Rob Thompson sprained the
centered the ball and Oliver Ganenbroeker
medial collateral ligament in his knee against
got a shot off which was saved by Maguire.
URI and is expected to miss several games.
Staff Writer

UMaine's First-year forward Oliver Gartenbr
oeker and URI's David DeMello
fight for possession of the ball in the team
s'2- 2 tie Wednesday.(Baer Photo.)

•Improved facilities

New track finally a reality

By Paul Watson
Staff Writer

It's been a long time coining, but the
Alumni Field's outdoor track is getting a
much deserved make-over.
With all of the sub-surface work having
been recently completed by H.E. Sargeant,
all that remains is to lay the surface.
The Maryland based Martin Surfacing
company is scheduled to begin on Monday.
When the $400,000 project is completed, the stigma of having one of the poorest
outdoor tracks in New England will finally
be lifted from the University of Maine
campus.
The money to fund the project came
from various sources. The biggest donation
came from Clarence Beckett, whose generosity will earn him the honor of having the
track dedicated in his name. The Phi Mu
Delta fraternity organization was also a major
contributor.
The remainder of the work on the track
will take approximately two weeks, and
should be ready in time for Homecoming,
said IMaine Associate Athletic Director of

•UMaine women's soccer

UMaine faces
#2 Keene State

External Affairs Ian McCaw.
In recent years,the campus athletic facil"This project has been in the planning ities have
been going' through a period of
stages for about 10 years," McCaw said. modernizat
ion.
By Chris Castellano
"We are excited about being ready to see it
Projects already completed— such as
Staff Writer
to completion."
the Latti Fitness Center and the Chester G.
The ISS 1000 encApsulated surface has Bridge tennis
complex— and those now
Things could only get better for the I. Inian estimated life span of 15 to 20 years, and underway like
the Alfond Arena expansion versity of Maine women
's soccer team. The
the color of the surface will be blue, he said. and the track
resurfacing have done and will Black Bears are currently on
a season startI'Maine track coach Jim Ballinger antic- do much to
improve the overall aesthetic ing three game losing streak
.
ipates the renovation to have positive effects situation of
the University's campus.
The next best thing to having a losing
upon the track programs here.
Another project about to begin is the streak however, is
being able to end it.
"The new track will definitely aid in construction
of the Sam Sezac Academic
The
Black
Bears
will be given that opfecruiting," Ballinger said. More important- Lounge. The
lounge will be located in room portunity this Saturday
when it hosts the
ly, the track will enable them to hold home 186 of the Memor
ial Gym and will replace Keene State Owls at Alumn
i Field. Game
outdoor meets, and bid for the opportunity the existing class
room there. The expected time is 3 p.m.
to host some major invitational and play-off date of completion
will be late in October.
It will not be easy though. The Owls are
events, he said.
Although the lounge doesn't carry the currently ranke
d as the No. 1 team in New
The track will provide an excellent train- heavy price tag of some
of the others. Mc- England, and No. 2 in the nation
for Diviing facility for the track athletes. Included in Caihfrlieves it will
be beneficial for the sion II soccer.
the remodeling. Ballinger said, will be long athlete to have a place
to go and study or get
They are regarded as being an aggressive
and triple jump pits, a pole-vaulting area, some academic assist
ance, and in that re- team with a lot of scoring power
.
shot-put circles, and "everything else we'll spect the money will
be well spent, he said.
"What makes them unique from our othneed to train outside."
Other renovations will have to await the er opponents is
their style", said Black Bear
McCaw also stressed the recreational approval of Michael
Plosezk the new Ath- Coach Diane Boettcher."The
degree differuses for the track. It vill give the campus and letic Director. Right
now, McCaw said, at- ence is the same,but their
athlet
icism makes
surrounding communities a great place to do tention is being place
d toward wrapping-up them unique."
their physical training.
the uncompleted projects.
Scc KEENE ST on page 22
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•UMaine Football

Keene State

Smith a key vs UMass
By Tim Hopley

In order to win,the Black Bears will have
to overcome some team problems, one of
them being their offense.
Since the beginning of the season, the
Bears have managed just one goal on offense, while allowing 16 goals overall.
"One of the things that we are going to do
is move Rhonda Pelkey from back to striker.
She has the uncanny ability to score goals,"
said Boettcher.
This one will have to be a team effort
however. In order to come up with the win,
the Black Bears will have to create more
scoring opportunities for themselves as well
as being able to detain an aggressive tiarn on
offense.
"To win,we have to play over our heads,"

perform yeoman dune.
The senior from Worthington, Ohio
gained 128 yards last week for the Black
A battle of winless teams, something's Bears and scored
two touchdowns.
got to give.
Defensively Maine will look to inside
The University of Maine will take on the linebacker Marc
Dube for leadership. Dube
University of Massachusetts Minutemen has racked
up nine unassisted tackles on the
Saturday afternoon at 1 p.m., in a big Yan- season, 19
in all, including two for losses.
kee Conference match-up. To the winner
On the Minutemen side ofthe ball,Jerome
goes a breath oflife in the YC race.The loser Bledsoe
keys the attack.
goes to the unenviable position of trying to
Bledsoe leads UMass with 161 yards
get out of the cellar.
rushing in its two losses, including 131 on
The Black Bears are coming off a good 25 carries against
Holy Cross last Saturday.
effort in last Saturday's loss to Northeastern
Paul Tornatore holds the quarterbacking
15-14, a game in which it showed marked job for UMass
. In two games the senior has
improvements from the previous week's completed
22-of-34 passes for 301 yards. He
washout against Villanova.
also hasthree touchdownsand an interception.
•Major League Baseball
First-year quarterback Emilio Colon will
His favorite receivers are turning out to
again get the nod for Coach Kirk Ferentz. be split-end
Lamar Newsome and the tailColon was 17-of-3l for 153 yards and a back Bledso
e. Each has nine catches on the
touchdown versus Northeastern and gave season. Newso
me for 153 yards and three
the Black Bears a good lift.
NEW YORK (AP) - Norm Charlton,
TD's and Bledsoe for 92 yards.
"There's no quarterback controversy for
Matt Tulley leads the Minutemen defen- one of the Cincinnati Reds' three "Nasty
a while, we're going to keep going with sive charge
along with Vaughn Williams Boys," was suspended for seven days and
Emilio," Ferentz said. "We just have to be and Don
fined for hitting Los Angeles Dodgers
Caparotti.
patient with him."
In last years match-up, the Minutemen catcher Mike Scioscia on purpose with a
Aside from Colon,a key to the game will came away with
pitch and later saying he might come after
a 21-10 win in Amherst.
be the continuance of Carl Smith's domiSmith rushed for 88 yards while Jeff him again.
nance over UMass.
A statement from National League presDelRosso went 12-of-39 for 168 yards with
In his three seasons at UMaine. Smith a touchdown and
an interception. The Black ident Bill White on Monday said,"Charlton
has compiled 521 yards on 74 carries versus Bears were
out-gained that day 418-to-25 1. was suspended for his comments admitting
the Minutemen. Included in these numbers a figure
he deliberately threw at Mike Scioscia of the
Ferentz hopes to turn around.
are his second and third largest single game
Dodger
s and his threats concerning hitting
"We have to be more disciplined, I know
rushing marks of 206 and 227 yards.
Jim (Reid) and his team aren't going to Mr. Scioscia in the future."
To take some of the pressure off Smith come up here
The suspension is effective immediateand just roll over for us,"
and Colon,Paul Capriotti will again have to Ferentz said.
ly, the league said. The amount of the fine
Staff Writer

maw

from page 21
said Boettcher.
"We also have to remember to put on
our shin guards Saturday, it should be
rough."
Coming into Saturday's game against
the Bears, Keene State is coming off a
win against highly regarded St. Michael's College 5-0.
Other opponents of note for the Owls
include the Boston College Eagles of the
Big East Conference.
After an away game against in-state rival
Colby College on Wednesday, the Black
Bears will return home to take on conference foe the University of Vermont on Sunday September 25 at Alumni Field.
Game time is scheduled for noon.

Charlton fined for hitting batter.

Homecoming
hUm

Queeza

was not disclosed.
Charlton, a reliever, hit Scioscia on the
arm on in a game at Cincinnati on Sept.9for
stealing signs.
"I threw at him. I hit him on the arm, but
I didn't mean to hit him on the arm," Charlton said. "he'll be lucky if I don't rip his
head off the next time I'm pitching."
Reds manager Lou Piniella immediately
reprimanded Charlton, and Dodgers man
ager Tom Lasorda was livid when he heard
the remarks.
"He made a big mistake by saying that,"
Lasorda said."It's a disgrace to baseball for
a guy to make a statement like that."

WHEN YOU'RE A
SUPER-SOLDIER
FOR AN ALIEN RACE,
THERE'S NO
SUCH THING AS AN
HONORABLE DISCHARGE

Applications
DAN VADO

Now available at Student Activities
in the Memorial Union
Applications are due September 20, 1991
4:30 p.m.
Today is your last chance!

Ali ttjF11aIne
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NORMAN FELCHE
10

MARK McKENNA
t

STEVE OLIFF
WITH FULLY PAINTED COVERS BY

MATT WAGNER

Available at:

Nost gia Ink

Cornics7Cards, Etc.
849 Stillwater Aventfe. • Bangor, Maine
04401
947-5802
"Maine's
est Store"
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.,portsShorts
Vincent gave Nixon a
second
chance after positive first
test
NEW YORK(AP)- Commissioner
Fay
Vincent said Tuesday he gave Otis
Nixon a
second chance after a positive drug
test in
July because he was persuaded the
test might
be an error.
The Atlanta Braves outfielder was suspended Monday for 60 days after failing
a
test six weeks later. Baseball officials said
they didn't act on the first test becaus
e
Nixon had passed more than 200 tests since
1987 and was involved with his aftercare
program and his church.
"My judgement was that if we were
wrong... it would turn up in a test rather
quickly," Vincent said. "And if we were
correct, we were giving him the benefit of the
doubt and would never hear about it again."
Vincent said the Braves were informed
of the first positive test in July, but Atlanta
general manager John Schuerholz said Tuesday he wasn't aware of it. Club president
Stan Kasten wouldn't say if he knew.
Nixon, who will miss the remainder of the
regular season and any post-season play, returned to Atlanta late Monday night saying:
"It's something that really hurts."
Neither Nixon nor his agent, Joe Sroba,
could be contacted Tuesday.
Nixon, who underwent rehabilitation in
1987 following a drug-related arrest in Buffalo. N.Y., is one of fewer than two dozen
baseball players subjected to testing.

Soccer star Maradona gets suspended sentence on cocaine charges
NAPLES, Italy (AP)- Soccer star Diego Maradona was given a 14-month suspended sentence on cocaine possession
charges Wednesday, Italian news media
reported.
The sentence was handed down after
Maradona's lawyer reached a plea-bargaining agreement with the prosecution at his
trial, the state -run RAI-TV said.
A fine of $3,200 also was suspended.
RAI and news agencies said.
Maradona, star forward of the Napoli
team,is under a 15-month suspension from
professional soccer after testing positive
for cocaine use after an Italian league match
in March.
The trial on criminal charges began June 6,
but was postponed twice after the defense said
Maradona,who returned home to Argentina in
April, was unable to appear in court.
When the session resumed today, the
lawyer, Vincenzo Siniscalchi, asked for
another postponement but the court refused.
At that point, the lawyer said in an RAI
interview, he agreed to the plea bargain
allowed under Italy's new penal code but
added he intended to appeal. In Italy, a
defendant isn't obliged to attend trial and
can be tried while absent.
The lawyer and court officials were not
in their offices for comment.

The Italian charges stemmed from a police investigation which included wiretapping of telephone conversations between
suspects in an alleged Naples drug ring and
prostitution operation.
Maradona was indicted after police said
his name was mentioned in conversations
and after some women reportedly told investigators he gave them cocaine.
NFL rule modification under consideration; bring back dancing
NEW YORK(AP)- The NFL is expected to modify its rule barring celebrations
following touchdowns, at least to do away
with the 5-yard penalties for high-fives and
tossing the ball into the stands.
NFL director of communications Greg
Aiello said the change could come before
the day is over with an announcement from
commissioner Paul Tagliabue.
"The commissioner has been spending
some time reviewing this because he's concerned about it," Aiello said.
A toughened rule on celebrations put
into effect this season has been invoked 12
times in the first three weeks. Six have been
for high-fives, three for throwing the ball
into the stands and three for dancing.
The Detroit Lions face a $1,000 fine because quarterback Rodney Peete slapped fans'
outreached hands after scoring a touchdown.
The rule automatically fines a team $1,000
if a player celebrates on the field after a

touchdown. Peete slapped some fans' hands
after scoring a 6-yard touchdown in the Lions' 17-13 victory Sunday over Miami.
A player also can be fined $1,000 if he
throws a ball into the stands.
The Lions were assessed a 5-yard penalty on the ensuing kickoff for the demonstration by Peete.
'They make it so you can't even get
excited anymore when things go well," Peete
said Wednesday. "I don't think I did anything out of the ordinary, just went up and
slapped a few fans on the hands."
Evert expecting, doctor awaits in
Ft. Lauderdale
FORT LAUDERDALE,Fla.(AP)- Chris
Event's doctor expects to deliver the tennis
star's first child at the hospital where she was
born 36 years ago. But the three-time Wimbledon winner isn't committed to the venue.
Tests indicate she and husband Andy
Mill, a former Olympic,skier, are expecting
a son. The due date is Oct. 2.
"We're very excited,"said Jimmy Evert,
the grandfather-to-be.
Last week, Ms. Evert and her obstetrician, Dr. J.C. Gilbert Jr., toured the maternity ward at Broward General Medical
Center in Fort Lauderdale, but made no
commitment.
Gilbert said that's where he'll be, at any
rate, when the time comes: "it's the only
place I deliver."

The 1991-92 Prism Yearbook staff needs
your help to rnake this year's
Prism the best yet!
If you have
skills in
••!;

Pholow0
we want you on the Prism staff.
Just call Elaine Wendt or Cherie Gagne at 581-178
or stop by the office on the 3rd floor of the Memorial Union.
Work-study students are welcome.

'a

Al.so needfor Family and Frieruls weekenti an artistic person who draws characters and can work Saturday, September 21from 8:30-1:30p.m.
fts
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Hitt answers journalists' questions at meeting

from page 1

Hitt said he would like to work with the the technology fee would
be able to enjoy students to "get right to work" when they
UMaine faculty to "determine how many the benefits ofthe new
computers and phones graduate. But Hitt said this is not enough.
administrators we need," adding that find- this semester, Hitt said
much of the equipTo better prepare students for the working out"how many people it takes to do the ment has arrived and
is being installed.
ing world, Hitt would like to see the univerjob is more important than how many people
When asked if UMaine was organized to sity place more emphasis on
helping stuwe have now."
move into the future, Hitt said "yes and no." dents develop better communicatio
n skills
Since the budget crisis, UMaine has sufHitt said he wanted the university to and to better function as member
s of a team.
fered an estimated $8 million budget cut and strive for a "flatter
, less hierarchical adminHitt said the increased and better techthe elimination of over 200 positions, but istration."
nology
UMaine is offering its students will
Hitt said immediate action, taken as early as
He also said that while UMaine was help develop skills, such as networ
k comMarch, created a "very smooth transition" fulfilling the functio
ns of a land-grant uni- puting, that are "valuable to business and
this year.
versity, by offering its students a "good, graduate schools
."
When asked if students currently paying broad education"
it also tries to prepare
Hitt .also would like to restructure the

curriculum to better facilitate these aspira
tions, but said he needed faculty support He
said he has already introduced the idea to
some deans and advisors.
Though Hill said "we can't always predict what will happen," he aspires to make
these changes, with the firm beliefthat helping students "better develop both oral and
written communication skills," as well as
teaching more to understand "the dynamics
of team work, was a "dynamite way of
teaching students to become valued members of society."

•Business

UPI laying off150 employees to stay alive

WASHINGTON,D.C.(AP)
United Press International has begun laying off more employees, saying it needs to
cut its expenses quickly if it is to stay in
business.
UPI spokesman Milt Capps would not
say Tuesday how many employees were
receiving immediate layoff notices. But he
said it was a "substantial portion" of the
approximately 150 workers - including about
15 management people - the company plans
to lay off in the next month or two.
The Washington Post said in today's
editions that according to the Wire Service
Guild,76 workers nationwide received pink
slips Tuesday.
The 84-year-old wire service on Monday asked a federal judge to reverse himself

.and let UPI seek to cancel labor contract
provisions guaranteeing U.S. employees
severance pay, advance notice of layoffs
and other benefits.
"We would exhaust every avenue to
achieve the savings, because we need them
to continue operating," Capps said. "We
need to achieve the savings from this as soon
as possible."
On Aug.28,UPI sought bankruptcy protection for the second time in six years.
Ron Kuntz,a UPI photographer in Cleveland for 38 and a half years, received his
notice on his 57 birthday.
"I never got anything from UPI on my
birthday but 1 got something today," said
Kuntz, who was busy arranging UPI's darkroom needs for .a proposed new baseball

Maine Campus
classifieds

jobs
Earn extra money. Looking for
people to market an all natural,
skin, hair, and nutrition products.
Call 942-4441.
Help! I need a patient good-natured
human being to teach me to sing!
We can discuss money. Kerry
P4827 -Rm325.
Free travel, cash, and excellent
business experience! Opening
available for individuals or students
orgs. to promote the country's most
successful spring break tours. Call
inter-campus programs 1-800-3276013.
Short of cash? Earn $3 an envelope
mailing letters from dorm/home!
Materials supplied! Homemailers
needed! Send: SASE Galaxee
Distributors P.O. Box 1157 forked
River, NJ 08731.
Looking for a business
opportunity? Work at your own
time +pace in a business with
excellent potential. Call Paul 8276416.
Addressers wanted immediately!
No experience necessary. Process
FHA mortgage refunds. Work at
home. Call 1-405-321-3064.

Jobs
Help Wanted: Experienced dark
room tech. Must be able to process
and print black and white film. Part
time hours flexible. Telephone Mr.
Buck at 827-4550.

aparttnents
1 bedroom apt. in town Orono.
Security, lease, references.
$400.00 / mo. Plus utilities. 8273757 or 866-7081.
Village Apartments - Approximately 3 1/2 miles from UMO.
Newly built and laundry facilities on
premises. 1 bedroom - $375.00 - 2
bedroom $425.00 per month. Call
Diane 827-2554 for more
information.
Roomate Needed - Dryden
Terrace, own room, duplex
hardwood floors, heat included.
Call 866-3425 Rick.
Roomate Needed to share two
bedroom townhouse - great
location - Washburn Place - Call
Chris 866-3253.

for sale
For sale: Fuji mountain bike $300.00
or B.O. Call Nick at 866-0213.

stadium in Cleveland.
Capps said Tuesday's round of layoffs
involved employees around the country,
including those working in New York,Washington, Los Angeles and smaller bureaus.
The company plans to replace them with
stringers and independent contractors, he
said.
The union-covered employees receiving
layoff notices Tuesday were being given
two weeks' notice, Capps said. But he said
they might not receive severance pay, depending on whether the courts allow the
elimination of the contract provisions.
Management employees being laid off
are receiving no advance notice and no
severance pay, he said.
UPI employs about 585 people in the

llnited States and abroad, down from a
reported 1,600 before its purchase by Infotechnology in 1988. lnfotechnology also
has sought bankruptcy protection in New
York.
In UPI's bankruptcy petition, it said it
had liabilities of $65.2 million and assets of
$22.7 million.
t MI employees agreed last November to
the first of several pay and benefits cuts.
Workers now are receiving about 80 percent
of contract pay levels, or about $568 a week
for top-level employees.
The layoffs begun Tuesday included
about 20 photo staffers, Capps said, adding
that the photo operation essentially was being cut back to fulltime editors who would
handle pictures taken by stringers.

Cull 581-1273
for your eIciAsified cid.
for sale

misc.

For sale: Used TDD Krown Research
model 32. Works great $100. Call
Annie x2013 or 866-5756.
For sale: 82 Subaru 4wd hatchback
91k miles runs will $450 or BO. Call
866-0425 apt 33F Univ. Park.

Anxious? Unintended pregnancy?
Free pregnancy test. Call 866-5579.
College Students Unite! Join
Campus Connection's national
college pen pal club. Call 209/5717990 for info.
Lost- Light green stone bracelet
with silver clasp. Please contact Amy
O'Connell at 825-3521

entertainment
Male Stripper - Great for birthdays,
wedding showers, etc. Compare
prices! Call Today 947-4220.
Chip 'n Dale Strippers Gorgeous
guys including Mr. Maine. The best
for less Professional dancers. 9456355.
Win 100 bucks!"Monday Night
Football Guess the Score Contest" at
Geddy's. just pick the exact score
and winning team. No purchase
necessary. Go to Geddy's tonight for
details.

Orono Thrift Shop from Main St.
2nd rt off Pine Wed 11-4 Sat 11-2.
Fraternity + Sorority members
interested in Greek items (clothing,
jewerly, and other Greek novelty
items) come to the Union 10-6pm
on Monday Sept. 23. Look for
Greek Central signs in the Union
on Monday.
French tutor available Call Debra at
827-4460.

tsm INFIRIAMN
Livid Limy d Intomdtion in U.S.

misc.

19,271 TOMS - ALL SUL1ECTS
Order Catalog Today worn Visa MC or COD

Lost- Light green stone bracelet
with silver clasp. Please contact Amy
O'Connell at 825-3521
•••

ORDERING
HOT LINE
Or, rush $2.00 to Research Intonation
11322 Idaho Ave /206-A. Los Angeles. CA 90025

800-351-0222

